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PANEL SPACE .................. 2%4" wide x H'16" high
\

(2%4" x 1" if bracket mounted)
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS . •. . up to 10
NUMBER OF TERMINALS • ..... 5, plus a common•
WATTS ...... .. ....... ... ....... 3
PULSE TIME .... . . .... . ... . . .• . 500 milliseconds
DUTY CYCLE ... .. • ..... . .. . .... 25% (pulsing same coil)

12000 SERIES •

I
I
'\

*Requires switching of lead in conjunction with reversal of polarity to change character

•

14000 SERIES

PANEL SPACE ... . .... . . .. .... .. W' wide x 2 1!.." high
(lf2" x 1%" if bracket or earless mounted)
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS .... up to 11
NUMBER OF TERMINALS . ..... 11, plus a common
WATTS . .. ..... . .......... . ..... 2.5
PULSE TIME .....•............. 500 milliseconds
DUTY CYCLE . . ................. 50% (25% if pulsing same coil continu·
ously). Continuous duty available in some voltages.

PANEL SPACE . . . . . . .... • . , .. . .. lf2" wide x 211<1" high
('12'' x 1%"if bracket or earless mounted)

I

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS . .• . up to 10
NUMBER OF TERMINALS ... . .. 5, plus a common•

r

WATTS .. .......... .. .... .. .... . . 1.5
PULSE TIME • ... . . . . . •... . . .... 500 milliseconds
DUTY CYCLE . ... . . . .... . ...... . 50% or continuous (must be specified)

15000 SERIES •

*Requires switching of lead in conjunction with reversal of polarity to change character

PANEL SPACE ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ¥a" wide X 3%" high
(7's" x 21'Yl6" if bracket or earless moun~ed)

•

16000 SERIES

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS .. .. up to 12
NUMBER OF TERMINALS .. .. . . 12, plus a common
WATTS ... . .... .. . ... .. . . .. ... .. 3
PULSE TIME • .... . .... . .. . . .. .. 650 milliseconds
DUTY CYCLE .. .. . ...... • . . . . •.. 50% or continuous (must be specified)

PANEL SPACE ...... . ........ .. . 1'12'' wide x 5" high
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS .. .. up to 12
NUMBER OF TERMINALS ... .. . 12, plus a common
WATTS .......... ............ .. . 3
PULSE TIME ................ .. . 2 seconds
DUTY CYCLE .... . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . 50% or continuous (must be specified)

All MAGNELINE® Indicators are available in 6, 12, 24 or 28 volts (as
specified) and the standard operating temperature range is from -20
deg, C to
71 deg. C. Options, at extra cost, include special voltage,
broader temperature range, special characters, trim-spacer strips,
internal lighting, solder terminals, dust tight-drip proof construction,
and dummy models with fixed digit or black window.

+

17000 SERIES

t

YOU GET ALL THESE FEATURES WITH MAGNELINE:
Manufactured under one or more
ot the following U .S. Patents:
2,943,313; 3,009,140; 3,118,138.
Other patents pendins.

Long life

•

Minimum maintenance cost

readability in all kinds of light

•

•

Easy

A wide variety of

mounting methods to give you best use of panel space.

For complete details and the name of our nearest represent·
at1ve. wnte to us at Waterbury. Better yet, call us at (203)
756·3636 or get 1n touch by TWX (203) 753·9341
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Scan Converter Tubes and their Applications
by G. T. Nagy..................................................... ............................... Page 9
Part I of a tlu:ee part article on scan co1wersion. Theory
underlying the two types of electronic can converter tubes,
single and dual gun, and an ana ly is of characteristics and
application techni<]ttes pertaining to specific tube currently
available.

Solid State Light Valve Study
by Edward J. Calucci ...................... .

.. ............................... Page 18

Feasibility of using a crystalline element which exhibi ts the
.. Electro-optic Effect'' a the control layer of a light valve
projection display system, the results of a study conducted at
Rome Air Development Center.
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Here the earliest form of graphic display, a 10,000-year-old pictograph
' from the Cueva de Ia Vieja (Cave of Antiquity), Spain, is superimposed
within symbolic CRT circle on graph-paper background by Information
Display a1tist Howard Goldstein, depicting ancient-to-modern displays.

New raised fiber-optic
ruggedized CRT yoke-shield
package gives .0007" center
and .00082" edge resolution

Westinghouse combines an advanced fiber-optic tube with a precision yoke and shield assemblyone complete package ruggedly
built to withstand extreme airborne environmental conditions.
Without intervening lenses to add
weight, volume and light-transmission loss, this new Westinghouse fiber-optic tube is capable
of transferring single-line scans
from mapping radars to filmwith resolution of .0007"max.line
width measured at half-amplitude
point using slit scan techniques.
Edge line width is .00082" max.
The raised portion of the tube
face assures positive film contact
with the fiber. Electrostatic focusing provides exceptionally high
resolution and eliminates need for
a focus coil around the tube neck.
The tube runs with a grounded
anode.
For full details, write Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division,
Elmira, N. Y, or Westinghouse
International Corporation, 200
Park Avenue, N. Y, N. Y
n .• ,og

You can be sure if it's Westinghouse

@

IN YOUR OPINION, HOW WELL
DOES THIS CHECK LIST FOR
SELECTING READOUTS STACK UP?

D

A READOUT MUST BE READABLE.

No

ifs or buts about it. Legible presentation of the message is a readout':; only
mission.

D You
IT MUST PROVIDE DISPLAY VERSATILITY.
should be able to select the message
medium best suited to your needs: letters,
numbers, words, colors, symbols, or a combination of any of these.

0

WIDE VIEWING ANGLES. The operator

can't 'be chained to his post. A good
readout should be readable from faidy
wide angles to permitrreedom of movement.

D

PROPER BRIGHTNESS I CONTRAST
RATIO. The two should work together

to assure crisp, legible display under varying ambient light conditions, without eye
fatigue.

D

DISPLAY CHARACTERS MUST BE FAIL·
SAFE. A readout using shared character

segments can give a wrong reading if one
of the segments fails. It's much safer when
the readout indicates trouble by showing
no message at all.

D

VARIETY OF CHARACTER SIZES. Why

marry your designs to one or two sizes?
The readout you select should provide the
height character you require, from lhu" to
3%"

0----~~~----
D
(One mo<e)
(You add one)

If this seems like a reasonable list of rea-

sons to specify just about any readout,
you'll be interested in an equally reasonable list of reasons to specify IEE readouts.
HERE ARE AT LEAST TEN
GOOD REASONS TO SPECIFY
lEE REAR-PROJECTION READOUTS.
TAKE YOUR PICK.

•••

.....
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-
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.
IEE rearprojection readou!.ll
display the required messages,
at a
time, on a non-glare viewing screen. Only
the message that's "on" is visible for visual
crispness and easy readability.
GOOD REASON 2: INFINITE DISPLAY
VERSATILITY

II II

You name it, we'll display it. Because IEE
readouts are miniature projectors using
lights, lenses, film, and a screen, they can
display literally anything that can be put
on film. And, each readout has 12 message
positions which may be used singly or in
any combination to display letters, words,
numbers, colors, symbols.
GOOD REASON 3 :. MOST READABLE
CHARACTERS

Since we can put anything on film, our
readouts may be ordered with any style char6

GOOD REASON 4 : BALANCED RATIO OF
BRIGHTNESS TO CONTRAST

It's not enough to display bright characters!
Excessive brightness in itself leads to eye
strain. On the other hand, a character of
comfortable brightness displayed against a
dark, glare-free screen is actually more
readable than a glaring filament against an
illuminated background.
GOOD REASON 5: WIDE·ANGLE READABILITY

The combination of
single-plane projection, flat viewing
screen, proper ratio
of brightness to contrast and big, bold
characters offers wide-angle readability and
longer viewing distances.
GOOD REASON 6: CLARITY IN HIGH
AMBIENT LIGHT

IEE readouts remain readable in
brightly lighted surroundings, with
no filters, screens, or shades
required. Equally important, our
readouts may be dimmed in dark
areas for greater eye comfort.
GOOD REASON 7: FAIL·SAFE CHARACTERS

False indications are impossible with IEE
.r eadouts. Failure of a single lamp is
detected in an instant, and just as rapidly
replaced without tools or any kind. The
commercial or MS lamps used provide up
to 30,000 hours of operation per lamp; the
rest of the readout has no moving parts,
hence, offers unlimited unit life.
GOOD REASON B: EASY TO OPERATE

lEE readouts are available with voltage
requir_ements £rom 6 to 28 vol!.ll, depending
on lamps specified. Operate from straight
decimal input or ddver/decoders with low
cur~ent levels are avail.able to accept conventional binary codes. Additional internal
translation is not required.
GOOD REASON 9: SELECTION OF MAXIMUM
CHARACTER HEIGHTS

-:"'f"'
-~~--,.·
-·~
.... ~·
~ '.

..

acters, Mil Spec or otherwise, you specify.
Human factors studies have shown that
and
are the character styles providing the
optimal stroke/width/height ratio for good
legibility.

3~·3r3131~

IEE readouts come in four sizes to supply
maximum character heights of %", 1", 2",
and 3%". The smallest readout has an
effective viewing distance of up to 30 feet;
the largest can be read from 100 feet away!

GOOD REASON 10: We are one of the largest

readout manufacturers. That's because our
rear-projection readouts do their job better
than any other readouts. All of our customers feel the same way. Let us demonstrate
our readouts for you-you just might feel
the same as our customers do.
CIRCLE OUR READER SERVICE NUMBER OR WRITE
DIRECTLY TO US. WE'LL SEND YOU ILLUSTRATED
LITERATURE, AND IF YOU PERMIT, WE'LL ARRANGE A
PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

I DUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS, I C.
7720 Lemona Avenue, Van Nuys, California
Phone: (213) 787·0311 • TWX (213) 781·8115
Representatives in Principal Cities

ou6 4 lEE

CALL YOUR NEAREST lEE
FOR A DEMONSTRATION A
APPLICATION INFORMATto~~
ALABAMA
Huntsville
MEDCO OF MELBOURNE, INC.
Suite 90, Holiday Office Center
205·881·3721
ARIZONA
Phoenix
GRAMER AND COMPANY
444 W. Camelback Road
602-279-1231
CALIFORNIA
Van Nuys
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS, INC .
7720 lemona Avenue
213-787-0311
Palo Alto
McGILL AND McGILL
809 San Antonio Road
415-321·0905
San Diego
l. l. STOAKES
4438 Ingraham Street
714-274-6281

NEW MEXICO
Albuquorquo
HYER ELECTR
1st NatlonG ~l'i~CS
Suite 1213
~.
Central & San
505 ·268·61 44
NEW YORK
Baldwin
B. B. TAYLOR
2270 Grand liVen
516 ·223 ·8000
U8
Rochester

os~kt~~ Nc&~~POI(Eict
830 Linden Avenue
716·586-4940
Syracuse
OSSMANN COMPON£ ...
SALES CORP
"'
5858 Malloy Ro~d £ltt
315-454-4477

Vestal
OSSMANN COMPONEHT
SALES CORP
COLORADO
Vestal Parkway East
Denver
P. 0. Box 245
HYER ELECTRONICS COMPANY 607-785-9947
E. Bellview & Valley Highway
P. 0. Box 22227
NORTH CAROLINA
303·771-5285
Bethania
THE CANDOR COMPAiflt
CONNECTICUT
919-924-1480
Hamden
ELTRON ENGINEERING
OHIO
SALES, INC .
Cleveland
2341 Whitney Avenue
203-288·9276
S. STERLING COMPAfiV
5827 Mayfield Road
FLORIDA
216-442-8080
Indialantic
Dayton
MEDCO OF MELBOURNE, INC. S, STERLING COMPA~Y
#4 Wavecrest Drive
3300 S. Dixie Drive
305-723-6924
513-298-7573
ILLINOIS
Chicago
MAGNUSON ASSOCIATES
5639 W. Fullerton Avenue
312-622-6322
KANSAS
leawood
POLY·ONICS, INC.
4434 West 90th Terrace
913-648-4173
MARYLAND
Ashton
BIECHLER ASSOCIATES, INC .
Colesville Road
301-924-4507
Baltimore
BIECHLER ASSOCIATES, INC.
7353 Yorktowne Drive
301-825·8222
MASSACHUSETTS
Newtonville
ELTRON ENGINEERING
SALES, INC.
246 Walnut Street
617-332 · 6975
MICHIGAN
Southfield
S. STERLING COMPANY
21250 10V, Mile Road
313-442 · 5656
MINNESOTA
St. Paul
MAGNUSON ASSOCIATES
1246 West 7th Street
612-227-8495
MISSOURI
Hazolwood
POLY· ONICS , INC.
47 Village Square
Shopping Center
314-837 ·0597
NEVADA
las Vegas
SYSTEMS DESIGN
CORPORATION
900-1 West Bonanza
702·382-3037

OREGON
Portland
SEATRONICS, INC.

m.~2j~~SO~ioneer

Bid.,

PENNSYLVANIA
Millersville
BIECHLER ASSOCIATES,
P. 0. Box 38
717-872-2793

I&

TEXAS
Dallas
NORVELL ASSOCIATES, ltil
P. 0 . Box 20279
214-357·6451
Houston
NORVEll ASSOCIATES,
11 2 Meyerland Plaza
713·665·0558

lliC-

WASHINGTON
Seattle
SEATRONICS, iNC.
t'
6133 Maynard Avenue s~u
206· 725 ·2 700

CANADA
Ottawa, Ontario
E. WHITIAKER SUPPLY
LIMITED
42 Howden Avenue
613·722·7658
Roxboro, Quebec
E. WHITIAKER SUPPLY
LIMITED
P. 0. Box 216
514-684 · 3000
Weston, Ontario

E. WHITIAKER SUPPlY
LIMITED
1885 Wilson Avenue
416·247·7454

The Hidden Objective
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As I wandered through the halls of the beautiful
Miramar Hotel and chatted with old friends and acquaintances during the Fifth National Symposium of
the Society for Information Display, an idea began to
germinate in my head. As I studied the extremely interesting exhibits and listened to the very professional
papers given in the technical sessions, the idea took
form and I realized that:

SID is ll'aging war against paper.
The stated objectives of SID include the encouragement of understanding, use and application of information displays. There is little question that the field is
recognized on its own merits, and that it is growing
rapidly. I don't think, however, that it is recognized
that along with the stated objective of encouragement
of information display comes the hidden objective to
wage war against paper.

ES, INC.

Why do we want to fight paper? There is too much
of it around and it is growing roo rapidly. This editorial,
alone, will generate and consume many pounds of
paper in notes, drafts, carbon copies, proofs, masters
and finally a page in this Journal. For what purpose?
To present to you, the reader, information in a form
which you can easily read and understand. This is but
a trifling example of the millions of pieces of paper
used but for one purpose: to display intelligible information to the observer. It is this kind of paper against
which SID is waging war.

pLY

Historically, the human voice was the first and for
a while, the only method of presenting (displaying)

information to the listener (observer). Later, primitive
pictures were drawn on cave walls and were used to tell
a story, notably upgrading the information transfer
process. Simple, then increasingly complex symbols were
developed to speed up and improve the display of information to the observer. Finally, whole families of
symbols and characters were put together in alphabets
and used to form complete written languages. Other
than handwriting, the printing of these language forms
has been about the only way known to present information clearly, quickly and with a minimum of mechanical
and interpretive errors. This has been sufficient in the
past. But today, the modern data processing system handles vast amounts of data in the blink of an eye. Computers can calculate, compare, correlate, store, retrieve,
make decisions and provide volumes of data orders of
magnitude faster than we can use them. So we have
put the old trustworthy printer to work to "unload"
the computer, and to prepare data in readable form on
documents which we can somehow locate later.
As a result, the largest single computer output medium
is still the printed page. The rapid increase in the printing load has created massive problems which have no
real solutions in themselves. These include: 1) The
printer oriented data processing system user must continue buying expendable materials as long as he uses
the printing equipment. As his load goes up so does
the cost. 2) He must provide a storage system. He may
use filing cabinets, binders, notebooks, logs, books and
reports. But he must store his output. In many cases,
the space needed for storage of records is greater than
that necessary for the job or item to which the records

pertain. 3) Retrieval techniques must be employed to
get nt the required d:lt:.t, lfhcre re a raft of fancy filing
sy ·tems in us an <:~me attempt have been made to
automate IOC'umenl retrieval y tenlS, but by and large
the systems in use today are manual and as such are
slow and costly. 4) The information is obsolete. In this
modern world of rapidly changing data, a document is
often out of date by the time it is printed.
Now, however, with the help of SID, more and more
attention is being paid to the replacement of printed
documents with volatile d<lta presentation systems, i.e.,
information displays. A variety of techniques exist to
present these displays, and thanks to the development
of mass random storage devices, they can be effectively
computer operated.

These developments make it possible to begin the
war against paper and the associated problems of paper
handling: 1) A data system user who emphasizes elec·
tronic storage and retrieval techniques with information
displays can count on decreasing expendable costs.
2) His electronic data processing system can provide
automatic storage. As time progresses, these storage devices will shrink in both size and cost which is just the
opposite of the paper storage trend. 3) His retrieval
problems will nearly disappear. Properly programmed,
his computer can provide the data he needs, when he
needs it, in the form he needs it, and without extraneous
information. 4) He will obtain real-time up to date
information. Since his computer is controlling the stor·
age system, any new data coming into the computer is
immediately av<libble to the display.

These arguments are not meant to be anti-printing or
anti-recording. In all seriousness, they are meant to
bring to the forefront for discussion a growing problem
which faces all of us, the rapidly increasing use and
storage of paper. An extrapolation of the present trend
will shov.· a "paper explosion " which may compete with
the more familiar "population explosion" . As all the
information in the universe expands and as data processing equipment is developed which can handle more
data faster, the problems associated with the printed
record will increase accordingly unless the volatile information display concept catches up and overtakes it.

It will be many years before you check your bank
statement, read the daily newspaper or send "for-therecord" inter-office memos on cathode ray tubes or
their equivalent. But that day is coming. Even today,
techniques are available for automatic metering of your
gas, power and water consumption, the amount of gasoline used in your car, even the selection and use of

groceries. The next step will be automatic debiting of
your bank account to pay for these things. Even these
bank procedures are being carried out today experi.
mentally without paper, thanks to information displays.
Many other companies which operate with very lar~e
data bases including insurance companies, utilities, even
publishing companies are exploring ways of using information displays to improve their products. Some
day we may all have inquiry/ display sets on our desks
and in our homes.

Properly used, the information display can provide a
great benefit to mankind by making more data mnre
readily available, expediting all forms of human transaction and reducing unnecessary volume and costs of
data presentation and storage. It is my personal contention that the encouragement of information display
carries with it the implicit but hidden objective of W<lr
against paper.

JAMES H. REDMA ,~
President, SJ D

James H. Redman is the newly elected President of
the Society for lnfounation Di.rplay. He has been acti·ue
in the Society .rince its formation and was the chartl!i
Presidmt of the Sa11 Diego Chapter.
Mr. Redman is currently Manager of J'viaFketing f ur
the Stromberg-Car/sou CorporationjData Products, Stm
Diego, California. Prior to his present assignment, AJ; .
Redman ll'as manager of GoFermnent Requirements f or
Ge11eral Dynmnicsj Eiectronics in San Diego.
He has held both e11giner:ring and ma-rketing posi
tions in the display field since 1953, and was direct!)
associated with display der;elopment activities for th1
SAGE Program, one of the earlier large scale computer
information dis!J!ay syJtems.
Prior to beginning his display career, he worked
for the California ReJearch & Development Compan;
in Livermore, California, a contractor for the Atomi(
E11ergy Commission.
Mr. Redman received his BS Degree from the San
JoJe State College, San Jose, in 1952.

scan C onvert er Tubes
d their A pplicatio ns

Summary
The scan converter tube described in this
paper is a special Cathode Ray Tube used
for the bright display conversion of air
traffic control displays. In recent years, this
device was further developed for several
other display systems, for storage, scan
conversion and signal integration. The
tubes developed by several manufacturers
are designed with different target systems
and, therefore, different operation prin·
ciples. The theory of the target systems
and operation principles, storage capabilities and properties are discussed. The two
major types of tubes, the single and dual
gun tube construction and their applications, are described in a form which shows
the usefulness and further potential for
the future of this device.

part I of a three part article
Introduction
In recent years, the complexity of
both nirborn nnd gronnd-hnsed systems
has incre·nsed con ·iderably. This increased complex ity togeth r with the
esu!tnnt increase in display .requirements, hns placed a premium upon dis~!lty pnnel space. Therefore, it has been
nccess:uy to !eve lop means by which
several related functions may be combined into a single or common display.
One of the most useful and versatile
forms of display for this purpose is
the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). By
means of a CRT, data such as radar
and / or contour map information may
be ·combined with alphanumeri cs and
svmbology to form a compreh ensive and
~eaningful display.
However, since a CRT display is noth-
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by G. T. Nagy

ing more than a sophisticated TV monitor, all of the dynamic data presented
(i.e., radar scan, symbology, etc.) must
be converted to a TV raster scan fonnat.
To accomplish this conversion to a
common format, two basic forms of scan
conversion are used: ( 1) electronic scan
conversion, and (2) optical scan conversion. Of the two, electronic scan conversion offers the highest degree of efficiency and versatility. Unfortunately,
the full capabilities of this technique
have yet to be utilized. This is due primarily to the lack of published information regarding scan converter tubes and
the resultant unfamiliarity with its
capabilities.
With this in mind, this paper is
intended to enlighten those interested
in this form of scan conversion. The
first four sections set forth the theory
behind the two types of electronic scan
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Figure 2. Secondary Emission Ratio
Figure 1. Secondary Emission Curves.
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Secondary Emission of Materials
Storage By Secondary Emission

A charge image can be formed on a
dielectric surface with the process of
secondary emission.
The first such storage process was
utilized by pickup tubes as image iconoscopes . These tubes use sensitive continuous photo surfaces which emit photoelectrons in direct proportion to the
light at each point. Since storage cannot
be achieved directly on such surfaces,
these electrons are accelerated toward a
storage element by an electrical field.
This storage element consists of a dielectric surface, which emits secondary
electrons when bombarded by primary
electrons. The secondary emissionj primary emission ratio minus one is equal
to the sensitivity gain. For example, if
one primary electmn incident releases
three secondaries, the net change of
charge is a loss of two electrons, or an
effective signal gain of two .
Secondary Emission of Target Materials

I

~~

converter tubes. The balance of the
paper discusses the specific tubes available and present their various characteristics, together with various means by
which these tubes may be applied.
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Materials, metals or insulators, exhibit
secondary electron emission if bombarded with an electron beam. Secondary
emJSSJon occurs from most surfaces
whene ver the energy of the incident
electrons is much in excess of the work
fun ction of the surface. In many practical cases, however, it does not become appreciable until the energy of
the incident electrons is of the order
of 20 electron volts. The velocity V,
of the electron beam and the target
material will determine the secondary
electron emission factor "K," where

!:!
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ANODE, TO CATHODE VOLTAGE IN ELECTRON GUN

K=

secondary electrons
primary electrons

Figure 1 illustrates "K" emission ratio
curves. This is the ratio of secondary

and primary electrons versus acceleration voltage for metal and insulator.
Low velocity primary electrons in the
electron beam yield only a few secondary electrons. The curves in Figure 1
show an increase of factor K with increasing V 1 • Factor K has a maximum
at some value of V 1 and finally decreases by further increase of V 1 .
The behavior of metals, semiconductors, and insulators concerning the secondary emission differs in maximum
value. Metals have a curve with value
of K from somewhat less than 1, to
CATHODE

about 3. Insulators and semiconductors,
however, range from less than one to a
maximum of 10. Figure 2 shows a typical secondary emission curve for a dielectric storage smface.
The system shown in Figure 3 consisting of an insulated target, an electron beam with acceleration voltage
(cathode voltage) \' 1 , and a ring elec-·
trode-anode, is called a collector. The
target is insulated from the ground but is
initially at ground potential. The electron beam from an electron gun bombards the target .
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em~te_d_ from the tnrget ~urf::tce. Becn~lls

of lllltliil grotmd pot ntlal of Lhc tar $a
surface, the primary electron bea m e1,&ct
· equ1va
· Ien w1'th tl1e negativ
,er.
gy 1 .IS
<:athocle voltage. The curves of F igures ~
and 2 shows two crossover voltages V
and Vrr: at the K
1 line. If velocity'\;
is less than V ""• the tilrg t urface is . '
. ch argmg
. reg10n.
.
TJ1e target
Ill
tl1e negnt1ve
lose less than one econdary lect-ro
for each arriving primm·y e lectron nn~
K
l. The target surface becomes in.
·reasingl, negative as it starts to collect
negative charge ·ruTiers, nnd after
while it will. be at such a negative poten~
tial that no further primary electron can
be received.
Beyond the second crossing point v,.,.
the target surface similarly starts to
lect negative electrons. However, here
an equilibrium will be established; when
the target potential comes to some nega.
tive value with respect to the ground.
The velocity of the primary electrons
will be reduced to the Value of V,~ and
stay at this point regardless of the target
to the cathode potential, called the
"sticking potential," is a characteristic
of the target material.
The third portion of the curve is
that from v,.,., to v,..,, where each
primary primary electron should produce more than one secondary electron.
The factor K > 1, the number of leaving
secondary electrons is higher than the
arriving primary electrons. This loss in
electrons results in a positive charge of
the target. This positive-target, surface
potential increases until either ( 1) the
primary electron beam reaches the target
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COLLECTOR

ANODE

The eathode is a negative, and t
ring collector is at positive pote t~
with respect to the ground . The l''
111
collector collects the secondary lectt &
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Figure 3. Schematic of a Secondary Emission Target System.
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Figure 4. Sine Wave Response of an Electrostatic Target.
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Figure 6. Writing Process with Positive Charged Dielectric.
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with a potential of V"'• or ( 2) the
target potential ri s to an equiJibtium
with the collector voltage. As a result
ol secondary electron velocity, the tin·get
surface potential beL'Omes slightly positive with respect to the nnode of the
• gun. The final result will be dete1minccl
by one of th two limits, whichever wiJJ
be reached first. The target surface
\lOtential will never exceed the collector potential, and will not increase nbove
a potential which causes the primary
velocity to rise above V"·'·
Storage systems for scan-converter
storage tubes are as follows:
l. Bru:rier grid
, 2 Trans,imssion grid modulation usIll!( dielectdc material deposited or
~lnt~ed on a metal mesh target
3. Electron Bombardment Induced
l ~?nductivity (EniC) uses a continuous
le'rniconductor tnrget
IIi 4. 1TI-R t\1be, a continuous dielecc target
~5. Fiber-optic photon target with
~toconductm· and fiber optics between
~ te and read side.
~olution of Recording Storage Tubes
l1ti('be resolution of electrostatic stOJ·age
gets can be specified with the ·numt of infomtation bits tored on its

I

surface. The unsatisfactory value of this
parameter could significantly limit the
performance of a storage tube. To investigate and analyze this problem, an
evaluation is necessary first of the tube
parameters and second of the circuit
parameters.
Tube Parameters

In order to investigate the whole target area behavior affecting the resolution, one particular point of the storage
surface has to be analyzed affecting this
important parameter.
The following parameters affect the
resolution at one particular point of
the target storage surface:
l. Electron gun voltages, writing and
reading beam.
2. Electron beam currents (write and
read) .
3. LineaJ· ·peed of the scanning
beams over the one particulm· point of
the target. This can also be expressed
as charge per unit length of scan.
4. Scan repetition frequency of write
and read beams.
5. The relative scan direction between the write and read beam, regarding the one particular point of the target
surface.
The electron gun voltages, as cathode

voltuges, focus electroues and eventually other electrode voltages will effect
primarily the be-am spot size on the
target.
In any form of writin , such ns secondary emission or El3J principles, the
writing beam is focused on th storage
surface and will determine one element
of the written pattern . Th writing
beam spot size, ther fore, is very important. This spot ~ize is f01m d by
the electron-gun electrode oltages, and
the beam current will consequent this
voltage. The scnnning electron b am
speed, particularly the writing b am
linear speed, will effe 't the ·harge wr.itten in one point. If " dq" lectrons striking the targ t in " dt" time scanned at
"ell" linear length, the writing beam
charge p r unit length of scan is spe i£ied. If tl1is sp ed is too high r ' a rding
the equivalent rectanguhtr pass band
?,f the l~?int image, the spot will b
smeared 01 the storage surfa e. Another function of the writin r benrn can
caus this "smearing" of the point charge.
This is the st1turated writing cas when
evera l writings happen before reading,
and this writing rep tition fr quency is
too hi rh.
Rending the written charge patt rn
with either a fast electron I' acling beam
such as destructive readout or a slow
electron beam such as nondestructive
readout; the reading beam spot size
affects the resolution .
Finally, in this qualitative analysis,
besides the magnitude of the two electron beams scanning speed, their relative direction will affect the resolution
of one point. The resolution can have
a factor of V 2 larger if the writing
beam scan is perpendicular to the reading beam scan. This was proven by
several experiments.
Aperture Theory

The aperture or point image theory
deals with the transformation of a charge
pattern into a potential pattern on the
surface of the storage dielectric. This
storage target is the aperture. This
electrostatic storage tube resolution can
be expressed with the electric field of
the stomge target. The properties and
combination of point im ages or apertures
can be describ d in the spac domHin
by transmittance functions and in the
frequency domain by their Fourier spectra or sine wave response. It can be
proven that the sine wave response of
such an electrostatic targ t as aperture
and its equivalent pass band is determined solely by the insulator thickness "t."

Under transient conditions as single
frame operation, ele<:trostatic field effects the storage surface. The sine wave
response of an aperture is actually a
Fourier transform of its line transmittance. If "N" is the TV line number as
the number of half cycles in unit length,
then
13

N

=

w
71

\iVith the aperture process and Fourier
transform, the theoretical sine wave response is
-271

-r-

Nt

1 - e
r..P (N) = 271 Nt
where "r" is the transmittance of the
aperture, and "t" is the dielectric thickness.
Figure 4 shows the sine wave response
curve of an electrostatic target. The
equivalent rectangular pass band of the
aperture is:
In (2)

Ne = -----.;rt

=

0.22
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Figure 9. Output Asymmetry.

Total Resolution of a Storage Tube

The conditions of optimum resolution at one point was discussed before.
The \vel! focused spot size, however,
moving across the storage surface could
vary even if the corresponding values
of focus parameters are kept constant.
In case of fast beams, the cause of such
variations could be:
I. Spherical aberration, where the
round spot size becomes larger.
2. Astigmatism caused by deflection
plates, and the spot becomes oval instead of round.
In case of slow beams, the different
length of beam path during scan, where
collimation is used, defocuses the beam
on the edge of the target. This last
mentioned defocusing can be corrected
with dynamic focusing, where a dynamic
waveform is superimposed on the focus
d-e bias. A variation of the beam current could cause defocusing also. The
total resolution definition, therefore, has
to be established for specific focusing
conditions. Either optimized focus at the
center of storage surface or corrected
dynamic focusing.
A variable speed of scan causes a
degradation of resolution. If the relative
scanning direction between the two scanning beams varies, a degradation occurs
in resolution. This is the case with
PPI to TV raster conversion, where in
one direction the read and write beam
scan parallel, and in the other direction
they scan perpendicular to each other.
The total resolution of the storage h1be
is effected therefore by:
I. Focusing conditions
2. Variation of beam current
3. Variaition of scanning speed
4. Variation of relative scanning angle
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Figure 11. Overshots on leading and Trailing Edge.
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Circuit Parameters

The parameters of the electronic circuits operating with the storage tube
affect the resolution. Video signal to
the input or writing side and from the
output collector should be amplified,
and particularly the output signal amplifier should not distort the signal. This

Figure 12. Charge Outlines on Dielectrics.

. ·es bandwidth response of the
. h correspon ds to t he vrdeo
.
wh1c
lllllJld ~idth required for the horizontal
bn"
·
. e resol ution.
hll 'f}le video bandwidth required for
oOO lines horizontal resolution, based
1 1199 sca n line system, 1:1 aspe ·t
0
'~. and n stnndard frame rate of 30
0
rfl' an be determined as follows :
.... qllll
. r fier

JV

Cj/S,

'

'I'otal time per line:
1
frame rate x no. of lines
1
30 x 1199 = 27.8 J1. sec

Active line time
·- total line time minus retrace
blanking time
27.8- 6 JJ.sec (approx)
21.8 JJ.sec.

1000 TV line resolution
500 cycles

Bandwidth
Resolution (cycles)
active line time
500

21.8 x 10 -e = 22.9 me
Note that it is standard practice to express resolution (in TV lines) as a
given number of TV lines based on the
picture height. In the event a 4:3 aspect
ratio is used, 4/ 3 times as many picture
elements must be scanned in the same
active line time. Therefore, the required bandwidth will be 4/3 that required for a 1: 1 aspect ratio. In the
above case, the result would be 30.6 me.
Furthermore, since noise is directly related to bandwidth, it follows that a
1:1 aspect ratio, for given resolution,
will permit a lower bandwidth arid consequently lower noise (higher signal-tonoise ratio). Since minimum noise is desired in this application, it is highly
rbeoommended that a 1:1 nspect ratio
e used.

Radar Fixed Target Signal Cancellation
The principle of the secondary emission of electrons of a target material by
~mbardment witb a primary electron
eam was discussed earlier. Depending
on the primary beam energy, the secondary emis ion ratio curve shows two
ttos.
l s~n.g points. By lower energy before
1
e fu·st cross point, the secondary e,m is~0~ ratio K < 1 <tt the crossing point
c - 1, further increases the beam.
~~rgy I< > 1 until the econd crossing
th lilt, whel·e again K 1 and final ly
Stoe value of K drops below one.
~ge Process
~ ~;or reading moving target indicator
st~ !I) displays, single-gun processing
~r age tubes could be used. Such tubes
e Presently produced by several manti-

!.

=
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facturers with different target systems
but with similar cancellation techniques
of fixed target echos.
The writing with the primary beam
on a target takes place with a ratio
K > 1. The target, therefore, loses electrons and becomes positive charged. The
collector current with the secondary
electrons is first larger than the beam
current. This decreases until equilibrium
state is reached. The dielectric surface,
however, at the same time gradually
becomes less negative (Figure 5).
Actually, the read value of K is larger
than one, even if the apparent value
K=l.
Assumed that the tube is barrier grid
type and the dielectric is initially positive when the priming beam scans the
target, the result is that the primary
beam current approaches the collector
current; and the dielectric potential decreases toward the grid potential (Figure 6) . In either case, the primary beam
tends to bring the dielectric potential
toward zero, which is, in this example,
the barrier grid potential.
Fixed Target Input
The principle of operation of singlegun recording storage tubes for MTI
displays is that the radar return signal
is applied to the backplate, assuming
the dielectric charged full positive and
is at the equilibrium. The fixed-target
return pulse applied to the metal backplate is positive going. The insulator
surface follows this potential increase.
The beam spot, however, scanning during the pulse duration tends to bring
back this area of the storage surface to
zero volt. The positive pulse on the backplate and the negative potential with
the sweeping beam on the storage surface reduces the collector current on
this spot with respect to the rest of the
dielectric surface. The beam energy has
to reach the -A amplitude. (Figure 7)
If the return signal came from a fixed
target, the positive pulses from the first,
second and following echos will have
the same amplitude, same duration and
same location on the sweep. The second
and following pulses on the backplate
during the pulse duration raises the
dielectric potential to A. The beam
spot, however, hits the dielectric surface
section during the pulse duration with a
potential A, and the surface section
potential rises during this time to zero
potential. The result is that as soon as
the second return pulse signal is received and applied to the backplate,
during those pulse durations, the scanning spot moves on points of the dielectric surface which are all on equilibrium
potential. ·' During that scan period, no
change in collector current occurs, no
output signal comes from the coupline
capacitor and, therefore, the fixed target signal is cancelled.
Moving Target Input
The purpose of a moving target in-

dicator is to exh·act from the received
radar echos those which come from the
moving target only. As described before,
the signals from fixed targets are cancelled already and do not appear on
the display. The return signals, however,
should appear on the screen. As the
curves in Figure 8 show, the first return
signal pulse causes a change in the collector current similar to that of the fixed
target. In the following PRF, however,
the pulses received from the same moving target show a variation in amplitude
and therefore a change in collector current. This change, as an a-c signal, results in an output from the collector and
a moving target indication on the display
screen.
Figure 8 shows that while a moving
or fixed-target return pulse charges one
point of the dielectric surface to a potential different from equilibrium, the electron beam spot, passing over this point
on the surface, discharges it if no pulse
is present at this time. It brings it back
to equilibrium potential. This is a change
in collector current before opposite
polarity is caused in the presence of
the return pulse. This output, in case
of moving target, and the following
pulse returns caused outputs to indicate
the trace of the target on the display
screen.

Limitations and Other Effects
Noise
The noise appears in the collector current as a high-frequency modulation,
generated internally due to the target
imperfections. The grid type tubes generate this noise while the electron beam
scans through the grid. It responds to
the surface irregularities and also generates secondary electrons from the grid
itself. The tubes without grid, having
continuous dielectric surface, have a
noise from the surface irregularities also
and further the spread of the spot and
charge on the surface. All these effects
result in a high-frequency type variation of the secondary emission and the
collector current.
Cancellation Ratio
Assumed previously, an ideal condition is that the scanning beam energy
is adequate to charge completely the
area which was swept during the pulse
being applied from the return signal.
There are, however, physical limitations
which make it obvious that in real operation this doesn't happen. First, the spot
is focused on the dielectric surface, and
the focusing process limits the beam.
energy reaching the target. Therefore,
the number of electrons reaching the
target is only a fraction of the ideal
beam energy. In practice, therefore, one
scan is not able to cancel completely
the fixed target return. The number of
sweeps required for complete cancellation is a function of the sweep speed,
pulse length, and the dielectric recovery

time.
The following assumptions can be
used to analyze this problem:
l. The pulse amplitude or voltage
applied to the backplate is large compared to the dielectric potential change
between two scans.
2. One scan would bring the surface
potential to equilibrium.
3. The load resistance is small to the
dielectric layer resistance.
With this assumption "D," the cancellation ratio is
D = l:;j,J l:; ir = .C:,qn/ .C:,qr
where
l:;i"'
current change by moving
target
l:; i,
current change by fixed target
l:;qm = deposited charge increment
at moving target
L:;q, = deposited charge increment at
fixed target
The "q" is the deposited charge during
a single scan and on the areas where the
spots are during the pulse duration.
If "c" is the capacitance, "r" the resistance of a single element and l:; V k is
the voltage increment caused by a l:;q
deposited charge, then "T" is the time
between two scans, v. the pulse voltage
on the backplate.
.t:;q"' = c.t:; Vk
.t:;q,
[T(Vb
.t:; V.)lr]
[TVb/ r] = T.t:;.lr
The cancellation ratio is
D
= c6V, ~T.t:;V.Ir =
r c/T = R CIT
when "R" is the resistance and "C" is
the capacitance of the whole scanned
dielech·ic layer.
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Asymmetry in Output

The variations in secondary em1sswn
current and primary beam current ratio
can be determined with three states:
l. The state of an extreme positive
pulse on the backplate which causes a
collector-current maximum modulation
equal with beam current.
2. Collector current which is equal
with the beam current in the equilibrium
state.
3. An extreme negative pulse on the
backplate, where the secondary emission is maximum, the maximum collector modulation in positive direction is
( K - 1) times the beam current and
where K is the secondary emission ratio.
(Figure 9)
An asymmetry is apparent at the output because the secondary emission ratio
is not equal by positive and negative
pulses. Also, a negative pulse applied
to the backplate, charges the point of
the dielectric faster than a positive
pulse.
Leading and Trailing Edge Overshots

In Figure 10 the three circles represent three adjacent positions of the
electron beam spot.
Suppose a beam spot the size of 0.1
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Figure 13. Typical Curves of MTI.

mm. Points "A" and "B" on the storage
surface are in a distance equal with the
spot size. The radar return pulse applied to the backplate occurs when the
spot arrives to point "A." Suppose a
positive going pulse, which causes the
deposit of negative, charges between
points "A" and "B". In this moment the
full beam energy hits the points in
point "A", and a part of the energy hits
only the points between "A" and "B".
The same occurs at the end of the pulse
at point "B". The shape of the charge
pattern at the point of the storage surface is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11 also shows the spikes at
the two edges of the pulse pattern at
fixed-target radar returns. The charge
outlines of the dielectric versus backplate pulse is shown in Figure 12. In
this figure t 1 and t 2 represent the time
of a spot diameter length scan.
The second and following sweeps find ,
between points "A" and "B", a negative
potential just before the pulse starts and
brings it to equilibrium potential. This
causes a sudden increase of the collector current and spike No. 1. While the
spot between points "A" and "B", the
pulse starts on the backplate. This results in a sudden decrease of the collector cmrent and spike No. 2. Both
overshots occur at pulse trailing side
also. Foitunately, the radar receiver has
bandwidth limitations and rounds up
the sharp edges which practically erase
the spikes. (Figure 13 shows typical
curves of MTI. )

Electron Bombardment Induced

Conductivi~

The secondary emission of a metal
or dielectric material by impinging primary electrons with an electron beam •
is the operating principle. Storage devices such as storage tubes, some with
and some without visible image, store ,
only electrical information. Some stor·
age tubes, such as scan converter tubes,
with electrical inputs or writing and
electrical outputs such as reading, have
a storage j write/read system called
EBIC. The KBIC target system is built
with a storage material, dielectric or
semiconductor in contact with a conductive material, a thin metal backplate.
The storage and read-out process takes
place on the dielectric or semiconductor
surface whjle scanning with two elecltOO
beams, one on the dielectric surfa~
and another on the conductive-meW
backplate side.
The scatming electron beam on th~
dielectric surface causes a secondatl
electron emission as discussed earlier. l
This emission of electrons from the
material, in case of secondary emissiOII
ratio K > 1, causes a loss of eiectroJll
in the dielech·ic surface leaving a P~
tive charge or holes. This build-uP
a positive charge continues if pri_l1 1 ~
electron beams hit the surface ullttl 1¢
positive potential of the storage sur~hil
equals to the collector potential. ~
is b·ue regardless of the metal bll -~
plate potential Therefore, the pot~1~~
drop across the thickness of the d1tl
tric material from backplate to stofllf

r

[nee could be adjusted to the poten-

5~1( di fference of the target material
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10 'fhe target dielecb·ic cru1 be regard-

! ns a condenser. On one side is the
ecett~l backplate and on the other side
11
~e electron beam. The uniform charge
f ver the \Vhole condenser area could be
~eterrnined as starting an equilibrium
~ndition. In fact, the insulating store material does not conduct trans~:1-sel)'i therefore, the discharge of any
nrt at' point of the condenser can be
pchieved discretely without affecting
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I The discharge of such a condenser or
• storage target in this summer could be
done with the EDIC. This dischaxging
process of dielecb:ics, or recently semiconductors, can be achieved by conductjng materials thin enough to be
penetrated with an electron beam. The
bombardment witli an electron beam
causes a current to Bow through the thjn
film, and this current can be much
larger than the· electron bean1 current
itself. This penetrating current creates
a conduction in the insulating material
contracting the thin metal film material.
The insulation recovers immediately if
the bombarding electron beam should
be removed.
The electron beam penetration or induced conductivity increase with the
square of the acceleration voltage. If
the charging or reading beam operates
with 1 ~v acceleration voltage, the discharge or writing beam should operate
, with 10 kv. This writing beam can be
deflected and modulated in any random
pattern and information.
As stated earlier, the electron beam
from the reading gun charges the storage element, such as a capacitor in
positive direction to equilibrium with
the positive collector electrode. The
writing electron beam, however, penetrating the·metal backplate supplies electrons through the bombardment induced
conductivity to the storage e lement and
charges it in the negative djTection to
equilibrittm with the negative Ol' grounded backplate potential. The written signa) which leaves the storage surface discharged or charged according to the
lllodulntion will be stored for some
le1_1gth of time .on the target with or
Without reading. The storage time can
be analyzed quantitatively regarding the
target, which can be replaced in the
theory as a group of elemental condel\sers. It is assumed that the size of
:~e capacitor elements is equal to that of
b focused spot size of the reading
;Vnm. This is eqttivalent to a standard
1 picture element. The metal b ackPlate is common for all the capacitors
:'S· one elech·ode the other electrode
; fo1med by the electmn beam spot.
e Wdting beam penetrating one elefNF
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Figure 14. Output Signal Decay Curves.

ment size of the backplate discharges
one element of the storage surface
completely. The reading beam, however,
will charge up in the positive direction
the same element to the collector voltage.
The charge "Q" of a one-element
capacitor with "E" collector voltage and
c capacity of one element
Q = E •c
\.Yith constant beam current and saturated secondary electron current is the
average charging current I, in the element capacitor in time T, then,
E • c = I, • T
The secondary emission current is
K.l or the secondary emission ratio
times the beam current. The difference
between the secondary emission current
and the beam current charges the capacitor element. The charge current is therefore:
L = K • I - I = (K - 1) I
I is the average beam current per capacitor element.
From the above equations:
E • c = (K -1) I • T
The number of target elements 1s x .
The scanning beam distributed to each
element is only 1/ x fraction of the total
I beam current.
E •c

= (K -

1) _!_ T and T
X

=

E·c•x

(K- 1) I

The total capacity of the scanned target
surface area is:
C =X' C
and
E·C
T
(K- 1) I
A parallel plate condenser capacity with
"2:;" dielectric comst. "F" condenser are
and "d" ,thickness of dielectric is:

=

2:: •

F

C" = 0.0885 • 10- 1 2 - d - Farads
The charging or storage time therefore
is:
T

=

During this T time, the storage element with the reading beam produces a
detectable output signal. Actually, the
storage time is longer than T when
no reading beam scanning is used . This
storage time is determined by the leakage current through the dielectric. The
expression of T time contains the whole
capacitor area only and not the number
of elements. This charging or storage
time expression assumes that I current
is uniform over the whole area only and
not the number of elements. The charging time is also proportional to the target
area which can mean a function of the
target size or tube diameter. In the
recent developments, however, the doped
semiconductor storage materials and the
proper combination of storage and viewing time could give longer T time as
calculated by the above expression .
This continuous, doped semiconductor
material of the storage layer at recent
developments added many improvements
to the EBIC system. It increased the
induced conductivity ratio, which is the
number of electrons and holes produced
in the storage material over the number
of writing electrons penetrating through
the backplate into the storage layer.
The doped semiconductor requires less
energy to higher conductivity ratio. The
doped material also controls the decay
time with a process inside the EBIC
layer. It produces traps which are filled
during bombardment with the electron
beam, but in variable times they empty
themselves. This time depends on the
electric field, also around the EBIC
layer. The electric charges leaving the
traps are flowing toward the storage
surface and then to the collector. Figure
14 shows those decay curves of output
signals versus time.

0.0885 •10·1 2 d (K _ 1 ) 1 sec

This concludes Part I of a three-part
m·ticle. Parts II and III will appear in the
next two issues of this Journal. The author's
Acknowledgment and References will appear at the conclusion of Part III.

Introduction
Three independent judges, Petro Vlahos,
A. C. Stocker, and Warren M~lroy met for
the first time at the SID F1fth National
Symposium on Information Display and
selected "Solid State Light Valve Study" by
Edward J. Calucci as the best paper presented. 1n the opinion of the judges Mr.
Calucci's technical discussiOn, developm~nt
of subj ect, delivery, and use of VIsual a1ds
entitled him to rece1ve the award of a
$100 u. S. Savings Bond. A number of
other papers were also considered to be
outstanding and may appear 1n the_se
pages in the co~ing months. The . ent1re
Convention Committee as well as the jUdges
wish to thank all the speakers and Session
Chairman for their efforts in producing a
noteworthy Symposium.

by Edward

J. Calucci

Abstract
This paper reviews the results of an inthe-home investigation in the area of projection displays conducted at Rome Air Development Center. The objective of this
study was to determine the fea sibility of
using a crystalline clement which exhibits
th e Electro-optic Effect, as the control layer
of a light valve projection display system.
The scope of this investigation included
a study of th e Electro-optic Effect, and the
types of crystals which exhibit this effect.
An experimental model consisting of a specially d >sighed demountable cathode ray
tube, eleCtro-optic crystal, associated optical
components and electrical drive circuitry
was assembled to demonstrate the technique
and to determine the limitations of the
various display parameters. A typical display system application was envisioned and
realizable problems of efficiency, highlight
brightness, contrast, aperture size and resoluti-on were investigated based upon the
performed experiments.
The results of the study indicated that
the teclmique is definitely feasible and appears quite promising although presently
limited in optical resolution. The KD,P
crystal was best suited for the application
since it possesses a lower half-wave retardation voltage ( 3500 volts) and an inherent
charge storage which makes the optical
image appear brighter. The TV images that
were generated by the experimental model
indicated the technique has great potential
for real-time dh-plays.

.

.

'Vithin the miliary there ex1s t reqmrements for large scale, full- color display
devices which are highly reliable and
possess dynamic, real-tim e capabiliti e~.
Since command decisions depend ultimately on visual presentations, the fo llowing additional display requirements
are also imposed: high brightness, high
information rates, multiple input flexibilities and versatility.
The present display technology relies
mainly upon photographic films and
cathode ray tubes for military display
applications. The cathode ray tube can
provide most of the aforementioned requirements for a small scale display but
is considered inadequate in size for
gro up displays and an image brightness
for large scale optical projection. Films,
likewise, provide good display characteristics but due to the processing time,
are limited in presenting dynamic, realtime information. To circumvent these
problems, the light valve techniques
were envisioned as posible solutions.
The liquid light valve has been demonstrated as a feasible display device; however further refinements in reliability,
mail~tainability and input flexibility are
definitely required.
The crystalline light valve which
utilizes the Electro-optic Effect represents a versatile approach within light
valve technology and, therefore, the
Projection Techniques Section at Rome

Air D velopment
nter (RADC)
undertnken t program to inv liga~~ ~
d elop a solid stat light vnlve '-l ~n4
this principle. Conceptuall_y, the s~b!
state approach offers the follo\villg n
va1 tages:
~~
( 1) No mechanically moving c
OIJ)po. t
nents
( 2) Sealed-off capability
( 3) Direct electro-optical readout
( 4) Random or raster write modes
( 5) to ra ge cnpability within the con.
tro1 1ayer
The technique of using El ctro-optt
Effe t for light modulation is no~
uniqu ; in fact a number of reports are
availa ble on this subject. Work was te. •
po1ted as e. rly as 1934 on this <lppronch
and since that tim various organizations '
have performed e>.:plorntory research In
nn ntt mpt to reduce this te lm ique to
practice.
In 1961, Rome Air Development Cen.
ter started an in- the-house investigati 011
to exp loit this technique for possible
di play • pplicntions. As a result of this
intemal study a contract was awarded 1
to the Motorola
orporation to deter.
m ine t11e fe ibility of this techniq;\le
for projecti n display applic, tions. Later
in 1964 another contract was awarded
to Autonetics for furth er research and
development of a solid state light valve.
A continued in-the-house effort led to
the decision to build a working model
for feasibility studies and experiments.

S olid S tate
Light Valve S tudy
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Effect in Solid State Crystals

state crystals are categorized in
· classes based upon the symmetry of
32 ~·ystal structure. Twelve ( 12) of
rhe e cia ses are centrosymmetrical and
th~efor exhibit no first order Electrothe~. Effec t. The remaining twenty (20)
opt~~al Ja ·ses to exhibit linear elech·ocrY. pl·operties. However, for light valve
opt'fcations the electro-optic C!y stal
apP ~- ( l) exhibit a fairly strong linear
'?~~;ro-optic Effect, (2 ) be ·ingle ClysEill' e (3) be free of nah1ral stresses,
ta
·
· for ve~·sa til't
(4)mhave su ffi'ctent
~1ze
J y,
)
have
good
electncal
properties, (6)
(5
clarity, and (7) not
pos.sess high optical
.
b~ optic:,Uy acti~e.
. .
These restrictions have presently )mute(] the types of Cr)•Stal !or this application to two crystal classes. The two
crystal classes are: ( 1) Tetragonal. ciRss~s
42m ( d) which include potasstum cithydrogen phosphate ( KDP ), ammonium
dihydrogen _e.hosphate ( ADP), and ( 2)
cubic lass 43m (Td ) which includes
Cl\prous chloride (Cu 2 Cl 2), and zinc
sulphide (ZnS) ·
The Electro-optic Effect can be defind as the change of optical properties
within a crystal m the presence of an
electric field. This effect can be further
classified into two categories which depend upon the orientation of the applied electric field with respect to the
optic axis of the crystal. A "Transverse
Effect" results when the applied electric field is orthogonal to the incident
optical wave and a "Longitudinal Effect" results when the applied electric
field is parallel to the incident optic
wave. For light valve applications, only
the longitudinal effect is of interest since
the optical prop tiies within the crystal
must be changed on a point by point
hasis to achieve an optical image. It is
interesting to note that the 42m(Vd)
crystals exhibit a longitudinal effect and
the 42m (Td) crystals can exhibit both
the transverse and longitudinal effects.
These conclusions are apparent by viewing the elecb·o-optical matrices as described hy Mason (1 l.
The optical interaction with crystals
can best be desc1ibed by consideling the
following crystallographic representation.
1'he optical properties can be convenient!Y repre.~ented by the "indkatrix" which
!$ single-sw-Iace figure ascribing the
1
1ldic~ of refraction within a crystal.
'{he surface is generated such that the
hngth of each principle axis is equal to
1
e indices of refraction n 1, n2 , n 3 of the
~stal as illush·ated in Figure 1.

I
l

. 0ptic

0
Ele~tr!id

c]l.n an o~tically isob·opic ~tystal (cubic
11 ass) the mdices of refraction are equal,
ittarn~Iy _ n.\ == n 2 =F n 3 • Thus, the result.~~ llldrcatrix is a sphere and the optical
OfiS WOu)d be represented by a diameter
f11. the sphere. For an anisotropic crystal,
cl Particular, the uniaxial (Tetragonal
ass) , two of the indices of refraction
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General Properties of KDP, KD2P, ADP
PROPERTIES

KDP
(KH 2 P01 )

KD 2 P
(KD 2 PO.)

ADP
(NH 4 H2P0 4 )

A. Optical
1. Half-wave retardation (KV)
7.8
3.4
9.6
10.7x10-12 26.4x10· 12 8.2x10- 12
2. Electro-optic constant
T63 (m/V)
3. Indices of refraction
Mo=1.5095
1.52418
(;>,.
5893°)
Mc=1.4684
1.47869
4. Transmission
r-'80%
-80%
.-'80%

=

B. Electrical
1. Volume Resistivity
(ohms/ square)
2. Surface Resistivity
(ohms/square)
Field 1 optical axis
3. Relative dielectric constant
Field 11 optical axis
4. Loss Tangent
l
11
5. Voltage Breakdown
6. Curie Temperature

,...., 1012

.-'1012

,..__ 10·12

r-'101 2

"'-'1012

,..__ 10·12

44.5

56.4

21.4
.0098
.017
>50,000
volts/ mm
-160°C

16.4
.0400
.2400

-1oooc

C. Physical
Melting Point
Outgassing (Temperature)
Hardiness

190°C
120°C
215°C
1oooc
,...., 2.5 Mohs ,..__ 2.5 Mohs "'"'2.5 Mohs

Crystals are also hygroscopic and exhibit both piezoelectric and photo·
elastic properties.
Figure 2.

=

are equal, namely n, n 2 =F n 3 • The
indicatrix ascribed by these properties
is a "rotational ellipsoid". When an
electric field is applied to this uniaxial
crystal the indicatrix becomes altered in
shape thereby causing the uniaxial crystal to become biaxial, thus n, =!= n 2 =!= n 3 •
An important point about using these
uniaxial crystals is that the incident light
must be oriented parallel to the optic
axis or the crystal will cause double refraction without any applied electric
field. Mathematical deviations of the
electro-optic matrices associated with
43m (cubic class) and 42m (Tetragonal
class) are described in detail by Peterson(2l, and Billings(3l, respectively.
It may also be noted that crystals
within the 4.3m class are better suited
for optical modulation since the optical
axis is omnidirectional (diameter of
sphere). At the present time crystals
within the 43m crystal class have not
been used extensively in light valve applications. Although the technology for
43m class crystal growth is improving,
single crystals of sufficient size and optical quality are not presently available.
For this same reason only selected ctystals of the 42m class \vere considered for
this technjque. (KDP, ADP, and KD 2 P).

General Properties of KDP, KDzP and ADP
Ctystals of KDP, KD 2P, and ADP are
artificially grown and single crystalline
boules having four inch square crosssections have been reported. However,
the useable area is usually much smaller

due to inherent strains and cracks formed
by temperature gradients.
Some of the general properties of
KDP, KD 2 P, and ADP are shown in
Figure 2.

Light Valve Principle
The solid state light valve uses the
principle that plane polarized light incident on a biased crystal (uniaxial)
will experience a rotation of the polarization vector. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.
The electro-optic crystal (Z-oo cut,
i.e. slab cut perpendicular to Z axis) is
positioned such that its optic axis is
oriented along the direction of light
propagation (Z- direction) and the
slides of the crystal are parallel to X and
Y. The polarizer and analyzer are oriented at 45o and -45°, respectively to the
referenced axes.
Initially with no voltage applied on
the crystal, the transmitted light is
blocked since the polarizer and analyzer
are positioned 01thogonally. By applying
an electric potential by means of transparent electroding on the faces of the
crystal, the crystal becomes biaxial and
the incident polarized light resolves into
two ray components: ( 1) ordinary ray,
and (2) extraordinary ray. The ordinmy
ray is the component of light which
vibrates normal to the optic axis and the
extraordinary ray is the component of
light vibrating parallel to the optic axis.
Since the indices of refraction differ
19
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Figure 3.

Figure 5.

along these paths, the combined resulting wave is transformed from a linear
polarization to an elliptical polarization
to pass, thus allows a linear polarized
wave to be transmitted. It may be
pointed out that the amount of light
which is allowed to pass the analyzer is
dependent upon the applied voltage.
Maximum light is achieved when ll
'Tf; 2 ,
and that voltage which causes
ll = 'Tf; 2 is normally referred to as the
"half-wave" retardation voltage for the
electro-optic material.
Graphs were plotted for ADP, KDP,
and KD,P and are shown in Figure 4.
As indic;ted in graphs, the intensity of
the light transmitted follows very closely a sine square relationship and can be
expressed as:

=

v

l

Io

. 2
K sm

Io
K

relative transmitted light
intensity
proportionality constant

V

applied voltage

[

'TT/2

VJ~ A

h .

w e1e

= half wave retardation voltage
VJ~ A = half wave retardation voltage
VJ~ A

(voltage for maximum light intensity)
An additional graph was plotted illustrating the Jf wave retardation voltage
as a function of wavelength and is shown
in Figure 5. It is apparent from this
plot that th e transmissions are linear
within the visible spectrum.

Solid State Light Valve Projector
A typical display projector envisioned
utilizing the linear Elech·o-optic principles can be conceived as shown in
Figure 6. Other such designs can be depicted which may possess certain advantages, for example, a reflective scheme
requires less voltage to produce the same
optical retardation as a transmissive design. Nevertheless, this illustrated concept was enacted since it represents a
simple design for experimentation and
the resulting data would be pertinent to
most designs. The components are self
explanatory. Its operation is similar to
that which was described earlier in this
report. To reiterate, the polarizer and
analyzer are cross polarized, consequently any light incident upon the combination will not be permitted to pass the
analyzer. When a voltage is applied by
means of an electron beam, an optical
anisotropy is produced within the crystal
which results in a transmission of an
optical spot. By modulating and deflecting the electron beam an optical image
can be projected onto the screen.

Experimental Model

.

To investigate the feasibility of the
solid state light valve as a display device
and determine the various display parameters, an experimental light valve was
assembled at RADC and is illustrated
in Figure 7. This model consists of ( 1)
100 Watt Mercury Arc lamp and supply,

( 2) 3" collimating lens, ( 3) 2" plastic
polarizer, ( 4) special designed cathode
ray tube, electro-optic crystal, and associated drive circuitry, ( 5) Clan-Thompson prism analyzer, ( 6) Vee co two inch
high vacuum station, ( 7) Sorensen high
voltage power supply, and (8) conventional optical bench, screen, and projection lens.
The cathode ray tube which is shown
in more detail in Figure 8 was purchased
from Westinghouse, Baltimore, Md. Jt
is a rather unique device and consists
of specially designed stainless steal
chamber which allows the flexibility of
changing ele tro-optic crystal and el~o
tTon guns. Th gun which was supp~ed
by Westinghouse is a high resolutton
gun with the capability of prod tcing A
.7 mil spot size. The control elem~t
was obtained from Autonetics, Annhe1m.
California, and onsists of a 1" x 1:'~
.020" KD~P crystal (with a depos1! ,
electrode ) mounted on a glass substrat~·
dditional drive and interfacin e~uT
ment was assembled to provid Slfl'I.P 11
images and clo ed-circuit TV (525 linO
standard) for image evaluation.
A block diagram of the video driVe
circuitTy is hown in Figure 9. Deca\1~ ,
the metallic construction of the ·
~ .1
was placed at ground potential M1 cl e
negative voltage was applied to. ~
cathode of the gun, the design ~~tell
duced the problem of supplying low v1d

1arn:
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SOLID STATE LIGHT VALVE

Figure 6.

••

- \!..

•

Figure 7.

voltages to the cathode which was a
high negative potential. The 40 me.
carrier was modulated to couple the
video signal through a high voltage
capacitor which served as the D .C.
isolator.

stic

ode
ssonp·
ncb

7200 volts), but further comparative
tests indicated that KD 2 P possessed a
definite increase in optical sensitivity.
ADP was also inserted in the chamber
and the image produced was almost
identical with that of KDP.
Some exploratory tests were run on
this experimental light valve to become
familiar with the equipment. Electron
gun potentials, anode voltage, vacuum
pressure, scan configuration and optical
polarization were varied to achieve optimization of the image. Continued operation of the light valve indicated a slight
discoloration and deterioration of the
crvstals. This was attributed to the high
va'por pressure of the crystals and their
instability under an electron beam. In
view of this fact no experiments involving this problem were considered for
further investigation since it was thought
that coatings applied to the crystal surfa ce would remedy this situation. The
chamber was continuously pumped to
prevent contamination of the electron
gun.
As reported earlier in this report,
Autonetics under the sponsorship of
RA DC is also investigating this technique for military application. They, too,
have demonstrated a TV image and incHeated a resolution capability of 250
optical lines per inch. They have developed techniques for sealing the crystal
and incorporating a Vacion pump for a
sealed-off device. A final report of this
investigation should be available within
a few months.

A TV resolution chart view of the
closed circuit TV was projected using
'eothe predescribed solid state model and
;>roIs. shown in Figure 10. Operating condi( lions of electron gun were as follows:
)Wfl
·, benm voltage of 19KV, focus voltage of
LSed
(li2KV, beam circuit ,..._. 2-10 11-A. A
. It
resolution of about 250TV lines per inch
;ists
was demonsh·ated, however, it was felt
te&l ' lhat the resolution was limited by the
, o£
~allowing factors : ( 1) the video coupler
lee.IS Umited in b, ndwidth { ~ 2mc bandned
width) , ( 2) the focus supply used is not
tion
Properly regubted (a 5 volt change on
.g n
a 5 kilowatt voltage is significant to
1ent
defocus the electron beam spot), and
~nl.
(~) a thinner crystal of approximately 4
"' X
rrul thickne.~s should be used to provide
ited
maximum grey scale and resolution.
tigh

I

1te. ~

uip-

1ple
Jine

Contrast measurements indicated a
Contrast ratio in xcess of 150:1. 1 feasurernents of optical efficiency from light
sourc to sere n approximated 5%.
btllniti.al experiments with a DKP cryssh \V1th similar transpar nt electrode
'fho·wed an image of reduced brightness.
18
·' ~b
appearance may have resulted
~1 rn the differences in potentials ( ~
ave retardation voltage for KDP is

l

Figure 9.

Conclusions and Recommendations
It has been demonstrated that the
solid state light valve which uses an
electro-optic crystal as a modulating device is definitely feasible and appears
quite promising for large screen display
ap plications. Studies and experiments
performed with presently available elec-

Figure 10.

tro-optic crystals have indicated that the
42m (Vd) Tetragonal class is best suited
for this application; and particularly
KD 2 P, since it possesses lower half-wave
retardation voltage and an inherent storage capability which makes the optical
image appear brighter. The simple
images and TV images that were generated by the experimental model indicated that the technique has great
potential, particularly for real-time displays.
The materials studies perfmmed during this investigation point out a deficiency of available electro-optic crystals.
For optical modulation applications
which include the laser technology, electro-optic crystals must exhibit a strong
electro-optical coefficient, single crystalline structure of sufficient size and must
possess relatively good optical and electrical propetties. These requirements
have somewhat restricted the types of
crystals to two c1ystal classes with limited crystal in each class.
A materials research program is req uired to develop new and improved
electro-optic crystals. uch a program
should in clude g rowing of new crystal ·,
particularly the KDP isomorphs and
measurements of optical and electrical
properties. The crystals must be single
crystal, strain free, uniform in resistance,
free of aqueous inclusions and stable in

a vacuum. As might be expected
combination of requirements is
•
difficult to meet in practice. o~••m ......~.
Continued studies both on co
and at RADC are anticipated an3 1 ~
be directed toward : ( 1) optimizin ~
resolution capabilities, ( 2 ) investigg the
of the effects of higher optical flux cttf~
ties, ( 3) examination of the he:~
effects and methods of cool ing the tUic
trol elements, and ( 4 ) desig" of a s~
state device for large scale d isplay olij
plications. Pending the results of thQj).
studies a system concept will be «!$&
sidered later to include full color e~·
bility and peripheral drive equip 1116 Jiu.
Hopefully, within a two year period
technique will be useful as a praoti~
large screen projection device.

:J:
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PROJECTION OSCILLOSCOP
NEW

DALTO 290
A Real Time Display for a
wide range of applicationsfrom alphanumeric readout
to master plotting-board display - the OSCILLOSCOPE
290 is the ultimate in bigscreen oscilloscope projection for both large and
small groups. In either direct
or rear-view projection, the
OSCILLOSCOPE 290's needlesharp picture presents the
facts with the clarity and
brilliance required by the
most critical of audiences.

The OSCILLOSCOPE 290 may
be used over a wide variety
of subjects including: alphanumeric displays for computer read -out . . . combat
Information-center d i sp I ays
. _ . master plotting board
displays . . . basic training
in electronic wave forms •• ·
projection of airline sched·
ules _• . radar target acq uisl·
lion . . _ aircraft positi on
plotting for control-tower op·
erators, etc.

The DALTO PROJECTION OSCILLOSCOPE 290 combines high
brightness and resolution with wideband linear deflection ampli fizrs to provide top quality images capable of filling a 12
foot screen.

OSCILLOSCOPE 290
PRESENTS THE BIG
PICTURE IN MANY
WAYS, ANY COLOR

Schmidt optics and CRT are the same as used in the famous
Dalto TV Projectors. The electronics may he remoted or joined
as shown. P4 phosphor is standard for white display, other
colors or multi -color also available. Automatic beam regulation
protects CRT regardless of rate or amplitude.
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bcrg's nrticle, "A Look at ][uture Man-

J3er~1cnl Dntn Display Technolo~y," in the
ngc ,~r)'/Febnanry is ue of your fine journal.
1M1101 "Bern b. erg 1. · qu.t'te ng
. 11t tl 1at m, nage1

r.Jt systems use seriously lngs behind com-

111~:1ci and control type ·ystems use pnrticu-

ln:ly

in government resenrch and developn~nt nclivities. The lag, however, i11 my

"\,erience ( 13 years in Air Force research

e~d development planning. and programn1111 g) 1· not due nearly so much to technology deficiencies as to human limitations
I)
•
• th
prnctace
o f tl1e management nrt .
11
~4 1111 agers at·e either unaware of th e Cllfl' nt
;JOtentinl for automation of managem nt
dllta and its di ·play Or they nrc unwilling
(o integrate fully into their regular operation. 1111 nutomntion cnp, bility for many reasons. ~!any half-hearted attempts to "graft"
onto their operations some data processing
equiplll nt has result d only in complet ·
fpilure b ·cause the users cannot rely on the
products produced.
We in the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research have a management data and
scientific infom1ation handling system that
has been in full operation since 1 July 1963.
This system does work, and works well and
enjoys the full confidence of the users because it was fully integrated into our operations. The system is now being extended
by our parent organization, the Office of
Aerospace Research, for use in its other
three research centers, thus giving a command-wide capability.
DONALD R. CURRIER
Lt. Colonel, USAF
Assistant for Plans and Programs
Air Force Office Scientific
Research
Corrections
Will you please advise your readers of
two errors that were made in my article
"Displays, Papers, and Lighting" in the
Sept./Oct. issue of Information Display.
There was a displacement: Lines nine
to fourteen, first column of page 26, should
have been printed at the bottom of page 20.
And there was an omission: The Handbook of the Illuminating Engineering Society
states that their recommendations are based
on th more difficu lt office ttl ks, such as
reading poor carbons. Th y appreciate the
vnlue of ood. cont1ust in reducing the re~uar~d illumination, ns is shown by U1e more
uctnaled statem 11ts of their Committee on
lleconun ·1dntions (se refer'nce five) where
less than tlHee footcand les i recommended
for reading typed origiJJals and print in
l'On1nwn siz .•:;.
A. C. STOCKER
RCA

*

*

*

What is OK with 0.0.0.?
1
1 have rend Dr. R,ath M. Davis's article
n ~h ' first issue of I n:formation Display.
l)· 'or the lnst two years I 1\~ve been n
Pwject Engineer on the AWCS
4Ill{~Piny
·L Project for Cenernl El ctric. Part of
~ duti S l1t1 Ve be ' Il COIICCI'Iled With the
l. Light Valve and the problems we

!2-

have faced. It is my feeling that although
we have had our problems and more money
was spent than originally planned, the 412-L
Light Valve is doing the job. Can Dr. Davis
state what Large Scale Displays (both Static
and Dynamic) th e Department of Defense
deems operntiomal and is the 412-L Light
Valve consid ' r •d operational?
When Dr. Davis said that "no color display has yet been used by the Command
for what it was intended", I assume she
meant for extended periods of time. The
Air Force has stated that the Light Valve
does provide the type of information necessary for evaluating the air situation on a
real time basis and the display is more than
adequate. The only question has been one
of maintainability and relability.
I feel that one of th e major problems in
the design of a Large Scale Display is that
many times the procuring agency does not
know what the Using Command really needs
and this leads to the Using Command being
dissatisfied with the product they must use
and maintain.
The contents of this letter reflect my own
views and not those of my employer.
JOHN W. WALTERS
Display Engineering Unit, G.E.
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Information requested
The following display devices are to be
used in conjunction with the existing Apollo
Data Processing Laboratory. This display
will permit display and analysis of data in
an area remotely located from the laboratory.
The input data sotlrce to the displays will
be either generated or called for from the
laboratory and will be in a digital format.
1. Cathode Ray Tube Displays; Bar Charts,
Monitor Scopes, Charactron Tube.
2. Microfilm Handling; recording, processing, projection, displaying, storage, retrieval, hard copy conversion.
3. Visual Readout; nixies, electroluminescent, meters.
4. Recorders; strip chart, event, oscillographic.
5. Plotters.
6. Color Displays.
7. Closed Circuit Television.
8. Projection System.
9. Information Storage and Retrieval System.
10. Data Expansions contractions, overlays
annotation.
The undersigned is requesting literature
and brochures from various suppliers on
these data display devices and techniques.
An information which you can have sent
or send in this regard will be appreciated.
On any literature sent please reference the
number M08604.
R. D. SCOTT, Buyer
Divisional Purchasing
Test Equipment Section
NAA Space and Information
·'
Systems Division

*
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Higher resolution
We feel there are two misstatements of
fact appearing in the article "Display Requirements of the Integrated Management

Information System 1968-1970" appearing
in the November/December 1964 issue of
the Journal.
TI1e authors state that the Eidophor is currently available with resolution of 525 lines
and will be extended to 1000 lines by 1968.
Theatre Network Television, Inc., the exclusive distributor of the Eidophor in the U.S.,
has had standard high resolution models of
the Eidophor available for some time giving resolution in excess of 1000 lines. Numbers of these high resolution Eidophors have
been delivered and are currently giving
satisfactory performance. Some of these high
resolution equipments were delivered well
over a y.::ar ago .
Since the authors make no differentiation
between scanning standards and resolution,
I feel it is important that your readers be
aware that the Eidophor is available with
both more than 1000 raster lines and more
than 1000 lines of resolution.
As distributors of the Eidophor, we are
mystified at the low figure for MTBF quoted
by the authors as this figure can nowhere
be borne out by fact. Further, the system
price stated by the authors for class 1V
which includes the Eidophor at the low
end of the range shown is much too high
for th e most complex Eidophor system conceivable, and is many times the cost of the
average Eidophor system .
ERWIN BERNSTEIN
Director of Marketing
TNT Electronics

*

*
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Display Glossary
In our work at the American Unjversity
relating to electronic information display
systems, we have been faced constantly
with a need for a Display C lo~ ary suitable
for managerial personnel. Not b iog able
to And any display glossary at al l, I have
compiled one mys If. In preparing it reference was made to various books of others.
Therefore, credit is given to the following
individuals for definitions taken wholly or
in part from th •ir writings or statements:
Bill Bethke
Frances Darne
Ruth Davis
Rudy Kuehn
Dick Loewe
Ray Sabeh
Harvey Talmadge

In addition, son1e definitions are directly
taken from th Bureau of the Budget
"Automatic Data Pi·ocessing Glos ary," dated
December, 1962, and available from the
Government Printing Office, and .others are
from a working paper prepared by a committe of Working Group Vl.
Perhaps some of tl1e readers of Information DiSJJlay will be intere:;ted in this Glossary of Selected Terms, a copy of which is
enclosed.
}AMES H. HowARD
Center for Technology & Administration
The American University
Washington, D. C.

DISPLAY GLOSSARY
[To our knowledge, the glossary presented on these
pages represents the first compendium of ID terminology
ever assembled. Reader II award (see letter on preceding
page) is to be commended for his valuable efforts-Ed.]
AccEss TIME, DISPLAY- Time lapse between a user's request
and the display of requested information.
AcUITY (VISUAL) - The ability of the human mechanism to
distinguish small spatial separations or intervals between portions of the visual field; ability to distinguish
closely spaced, small objects, or to detect individual
small elements. It varies with contrast, luminance, and
the nature of the target.
ALPHANUMERICS ~ Alphabetic and numeric characters.
CELL, MATRIX - The assembly in a regular pattern (matrix)
of a discrete number of individually excitable lightproducing, or absorbing elements (cells).
CHARACTER GENERATION - The generation electronically, of
an identifying over-lay on a conventional display, or
on a display surface in the absence of another display.
In one form of character generator, the device consists
of X and Y Integrators which convert digital instructions from character matrices into analog wave forms.
These wave forms trace out the character on a CRT.
CoDE - A set of symbols employed to convert a given set
of data or items into a quantitative or qualitative series.
CoDING - Visible markings on a two-dimensional display
surface may be by color, size, shape, orientation, blinking, etc.
COLOR - The characteristics of light other than spatial and
temporal in homogeneities. Color sensations are caused
by a combination of luminance, wave length, and purity.
CoMMAND (MILITARY)-Those decisions and actions which
establish military objectives, strategies, policy and direction of action consistent with available resources, the
political climate and directives from higher echelons.
These decisions and actions are extremely sensitive to
the Headquarters Organization and the organization
within the various operational commands, and to their
own reaction on the political climate and objectives.
CONSOLE, SMALL DISPLAY, INDIVIDUAL - A display used by
one or two individuals at most; usually for tracking,
composing messages, monitoring, or information retrieval.
CoNTRAST - That parameter which is concerned with difference of luminance; difference in brightness between
two portions of a visual field, change in apparent brightness of color of a visual field as a result of recent
stimulation of this field, or a neighboring one, with an
effect of enhancing opposing characteristics.
CoNTROL (MILITARY) - Those decisions and actions which
attempt to achieve a specific military objective in accord
with the policy and guidance established by command.
These decisions and actions are extremely sensitive to
the restraints of the physical environment and equipment which must operate in the environment.
CoPY, HARD - A printed copy of machine output; printed
reports, listings, documents and summaries.
COPY, SOFT - The image of a display screen, characterized
by impermanence.
CuRSOR - A device manually operated by the display operator to identify a particular X and Y position on the display screen (CRT) to the computer. Often it-is in the
form of crosshairs, A mark does not usually show on the
display.
DECAY, LUMINANCE - The decrease in luminance with time
lapse after excitation.
DISPLAY - Any mechanism by which information is presented to the user via one of the senses.

DISPLAY, AUTOMATED - A display either controlled
at least partially generated by an electronic con<p .
\ltil'l&
device.
DISPLAY, DYNAMIC - A display within which data ap
to move continuously along some path; a d ispl P&t~~
which data or information are continuously hat?· 'lit
often at high rates of speed. A dynamic display . gll\g,
18
necessarily a real-time display.
~'~!lt
DISPLAY, cnou.P., L <\RGE - A large screen presentation £
viewing by a group (more than two) as opposed to fit
console or small screen display.
a
DISPLAY, PANEL - A non-projection, large scale, dis
surface which may be either self-luminous or
ny
external ambient light.
eet
DISPLAY, PROJECTION - A smaller image is rendered Jn(
the input brightness usually b eing provided by ger,
auxiliary light source (e. g., the projection lamp otn
slide projector ) .
n
DISPLAY, REAL TIME - A display in which the time requi. d
to generate and present a display frame is within ~~
sensory reaction time of the observer (i. e., 40 msecs.)e
DISPLAY, VISUAL - A picture; a configuration of SYmbol ·
alphanumerics, etc. , arranged so as to portray a
tion; a status board indicating schedules, in ventories
etcetera
'
DISPLAY, VISUAL (ALTERNATE DEFINITION ) - A mechanism
that presents information via the eye, which can receive information in terms of angular and depth per.
ception, of luminance and chrominance discrimination
and coding in shape, size, orientation, blinking,
motion.

r
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ELECTROLUMINESCENCE - The characteristic of some materials to emit light at a given frequency when sub,
jected to an alternating electric field.
ELECTRONIC - Pertaining to that branch of science whi.ch
deals with the motion, emission and behavior of CUI'·
rents of free electrons, especially in vacuum, gas o~
phototubes and special conductors or semi-cond uctOr$.
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER - A device consisting of a CRT
display, a keyboard, digital storage, and digital logic,
designed to display messages as they are composed,
and usually prior to release to the system, thus per·
mitting verification, correction, or erasure. Format cat\
be displayed on demand and appropriate data entered
in some designs.
ENTRY, KEYBOARD - An element of information inserted
manually, usually via a set of switches or nlnrked
punch levers called keys, into an automatic data proc·
essing system.
FLICKER - The sensation resulting from continued intermittent stimulation of the visual mechanism over a
limited range of alternations.
FoRMAT - Format refers to the positioning of information
within a display.
FoRMAT, FIXED - A format in which the location of the
various elements of data or information are predetermined and cannot vary; e. g., tabular.
FoRMAT, FREE - A format in which the position of any ele·
ment of in fmmation is not fixed and may depend on
the information itself; e. g., display of an identification
symbol or character, display of a segment of a curve;
free formats generally must have some frame of refer·
ence.
INDIVIDUAL CONSOLE, INTERCOMMUNICATING- The individu:J
console forms part of an intercommunicating displlW
system such that an operator at any given console
change the display at any other console, or have bJS
display so changed. Intercommunications are under
operator control.
KEYBOARD, PROGRAM - An arrangement of keys or bu ttonS
used to communicate with the computer associated w:itll

may

I

r

n display. Each key, when activated, causes the com-

~uter to perform some pre-programmed operation.
NCVACE,

I

PROBLEM ORIENTED -

,

not the how of solution.
PROCEDURE ORIENTED - A machine independent
J,A language which describes how the process of solving
the problem is to be carried out.
L !'I'£ c...:Nli:llATORS - A device which generates arbitrary line
1
drawings on the cathode ray tube face. Some line
generators will acc.~>mplish this by defining enough
adjncent points (dots) to form a continuous line; the
vector method describes a stllrting point and a sequence
of direction and distance.
LtJ!IfiNA NCE - The luminous emittance in one direction from
an extended source, measured in lumens per unit area
per steradin.
MATJ\IX
- An array of coupled circuit elements; a mathe1
"
matical arrangement of elements in columns and rows,
the whole being capable of mathematical manipulation.
MoJ>uLE: - An interchangeable plug-in item containing components; an incremental block of storage or other
building block for expanding the computer capacity (or
display system capability).
Mo:-~rron - To supervise and verify the correct operation of
a program (display of information) during its execution.
MtJJ..TTPLEXINC - The transmission of a number of different
messages simultaneously over a single circuit; utilizing
n single device for several similar purposes, or using
several devices for the same purpose.
OPERATION', REAL mm - The use of the computer as an
element of a processing system in which the times of
concurrence of data transmission are conb·olled by
other portions of the system, or by physical events outside the system, and cannot b e modified for convenience in computer programming . Such an operation
either proceeds at the same speed as the events b eing
simulated, or at a suf£icient speed to analyze or control
extcmal events happening concurrentl y.
PLOTIER - A visual display or board in which a dependent
variable is graphed by an au tomaticaiJy controlled pen
j
or pencil as a fun ction of one or more variables.
PLOTTEn, XY - A device used in coujunction with a computer to plot coordinate points in the form of a graph.
PnOJECTOJI, LICHT VAl.VE - A projection display device
which employs a control layer (either liquid or solid)
[
to modulate the projection source. An essential is the
reversibility of the control layer, thereby allowing for
a single layer to present a sequence of display frames
in near real time .
REAL TIME, DISPLAY - When the delay between the generation of the data by the datn-pmcessing system and its
subsequent presentation to the audience is insignificant
in relation to the operations for which the information
is to be used.
REQUIIIEMENTS - Those qualities of an equipment, system,
sub-system, etc., which defin e its essential performance
characteristics to a given user.
Rt::Quuu::MENTS - That property of a material, device, process, or system which connotes its ability to produce or
reproduce fine detail under stated conditions and tl1at
the measure of the image fineness or detail is an indication of resolution magnitude.
1\E.'it'Ol'\SE TIME, DISPLAY CF.NERATION - Time from initiation of computer output until the complete displ{ly can
n, be viewed.
I!SPONSE 1.·n\-£E, REQUEST - Time duration fl·om a request
.I n, Until the display appears.
ESPONSE TIME, UPDATF. - Time between the entry of new
<lata into a display S}'Stem and the resulting data displayed or ready for display.
NCVACJ:,;,
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RETIUEVAL, FALSE - The librnry (file) references which are
not pertinent to, but m·e vaguely related to, the subject
of the library search :md are sometimes obtained by
automatic search methods.
RETRIEVAL, lNFORMATlON - The recovering of desired information or data from a collection of documents or
other graphic records.
RouTlXE, EXECUTIVE - A routine which controls loading
and relocation of routines and, in some cnses, makes
use of instructions which are unknown to the goneml
programmer. In displny systems, the executive routine
would implement executive control procedures, ns the
handling of priorities, interrupts, scheduling, security
procedures, sub-routine access, data base maintenance,
etcetera.
STORACE - A term preferred to memory, pertaining to a
device in which data can be stored and from which
it can be obtained nt :1 later time.
STYLUS - An electronically generated marker produced on a
display screen, usually for the purpose of indicating
where the next entered character will b e displayed.
SYMBOLS - Shapes, usually arbitrary, used to represent complex thoughts, objects, or events. The alphnnumeric
characters are symbols.
SYMBOL CE.'VERA noN - The process of converting a coded
digital description of a symbol to an image of that
symboL
SYSTEM - An assembly of procedures, processes, methods,
routines, or techniques united by some fonn of regulated interaction to form an organized whole.
SYSTEM, lNFORMATION RETRIEVAL - A system for locating
and selecting on demand, certain documents or· other
graphic records relevant to a given infonnation requirement fmm a file of such materiaJ.
SYST£M, MANAGEMENT JNFOllMATTON - A communication
process in which data are recorded and processed for
operational purposes. The problems are isobted for
higher level decision makjng, and information is fed
back to top management to reflect progress or lack oi
progress made in achieving major objectives.
Tunr:,CATHODE RAY - ALSO CRT - An electronic vacuum
tube containing a screen on which information may be
stored by means of a multigrid modulated beam of
electrons from the thermionic emitter, storage effected
by means of charged or uncharged spots; a vacuum
tube in which deflection of an electron beam indicates
on a fluorescent screen instantaneous values of the
alternating voltages or currents; an electrical signal to
light transducer in which electrical energ)' is converted
to visible image on a phosphor screen.
TunE, CHARACTER CE."'IEI\ATOn - A cathode ray tube which
h as inherent facilities (such as shaped beam elements)
for presentation of one or more characters at the same
time. Writing speed may be 25,000 characters per
second.
T u aE, ornr::CT vmw STOllA<:£ - ALSO DVST - A cathode ray
tube designed for direct viewing, and capable of retaining information displayed without regeneration for long
periods of time; e. g., 60 seconds to several dnys, as
designed. The DVST retains advantages of long p ersistence phosphors while having brightness required by
many applications. Writing speeds of one million inches
per second are possible.
TonE, DISPLAY - A cathode ray tube used to display information .
T UBF., SHAPED BEAM CHARACTER CENEJ\ATOR - A cathode
ray tube that can generate by electronic techniques, one
or more numeric, alphabetic, or alpharmmeric ch aracters,
or special symbols by pnssing the electron beam through
appmpriately shnpecl masks.
UPDATE - To put into a Master File changes required by
current information or transactions.

For Information
Display!
• WORD INDICATORS AND PILOT LIGI-ITS
Roto·T e flites, Twist-Lit e s a nd mi nia t ure
Tellites. Flush-mounted rectan gula r lenses
p roJected color, 2-lamp reliability, plu~ re:
Iamping, legend and filter change from the
panel front . . . without tools of any kind!
• ILLUMINATED PUSH-BUTTON SWITCI-IES
Roto-Tellites,
Twist-Lites and
miniature
Tellites. Up to 4-lamp versatility with infinite
combinations of form and function, includ.
ing: even, projected color; individual lamp
color control; up to 4-way split display; Wide
choice of switch types or holding coils
lamps and voltages; and . . . quick acces~
to lamps, legends and filters from the panel
front without tools!
• INDICATING FUSE HOLDERS Modular
miniaturized construction featuring flush:
mounted, rectangular lenses tor design
compatibility with word indicators and pushbutton switches. Two lamp reliability with
isolated lamp and fuse circuits, and quick
change of fuse or lamps from the panel
front . . . without tools of any kin<;! .

For Control
and Monitoring!
• PHASE SEQUENCE RELAYS Automatically
monitor three-phase power for proper phase
sequence . . . prevent improper phase sequence from entering vulnerable circuitry.
Variety of voltage and frequency ranges.
• PHASE SEQUENCE INDICATOR Solid-state,
panel mounted monitor of three-phase power
to warn of incorrect phase sequence by
means of neon lamp indication.
• TIME DELAY RELAYS Solid-state control
circui t. Solid-state or relay output with fixed
or adjustable time values. Accuracy of ± 5%
over temperature range of - 55°C to +B5°C.
Available for AC or DC application.
• FLASHERS Solid-state control circuits.
Solid-state or relay output . Temperature
range: -55°C to +B5°C. Available for AC or
DC application. Flashing rate and on:off
ratio to customer specification.

We'd like to send you
Catalog 2007
. .. 24 Pages detailing the features of these
versatile components ... "ready-answers"
to your special design problems!
Use the publication Reader Service
or write to us today. Thanks!

MASTER
SPECIALTIES
COMPANY
15020 South Figueroa Street, Gardena,
California Telephone: 213-321-8450
Regional Offices and Telephone
Sunnyvale, California ...... , . , . .
Chicago, Illinois ......... •. , ..
Dallas, Texas . .. . ....... ... , •
Syracuse, New York ...... • , •.. .
Valley Stream, L.l., New York . .....
Huntsville, Alabama ..... • . .. ..•

408-245-9292
312-282-7112
214-357-9459
315-479-9191
516-561-2334
205-536-7415

ID Readout
pter News

chaflO A'rLAN'l'JC CHt\PTE!l was addres ed by Gerald Stone,
cjatc Director of Research, Hazeltine Corp., at its Feb.

j\sS~·ing. He spoke on "Application of Diffraction Phe-

Lunar Mission Flight-Controller Displays

tnell enn to Modern Di ·ploy Techniques'. After a review of

~or~ cliffrnctjon principles, tone dis ·nssed its application
g urg d more work be done in this area. He d monsh·ated
logr;ti11S made at Hazel tin , ~·sing a Ia ·er light source and
10

rd

11e ph1te to illlllninat the subject, the resulting diffrac20
~ion pattern exposing a stm~dard photographic gloss _plate
hich was then developed 111 the normal way. By s1mply
'~ewing the photographic plnte or hologrAm, by monov:womatlc laser light a three-dimensional image of the
~ubject is seen in space, the photographic plate appearing
to be a window through which the it.~. ge is .'~ iewed. An
interesting property of the hologrmns 1s that Jf the plat
,15 broken .in l1alf, the same totnl image is seen, but through
smnll r window. WA HT~CTON CHAPTEII highlights have
11
Included the following programs in re~-ent months: M. J.
.SJ>angler, vVestinghonse El ctric Corp., and E. E. Smith,
Federal A viati011 genC)' . peaking on · 1se of slow-scan TV
to increase the handling and usefulness of weathei radar infonnation; Peter Seats, Thomas Tube Co., speaking on advances in conventional CRT technology; 'William H. Cook.,
Autometrics Operations, Raytheon Co., reported on developments he had seen in electro-optical and mechanical instrumentation at the Zeiss plant in Jena, Ge1many; Henry
DeFrancesco, Westinghouse Electric Corp., discussed the
use of projection displavs for automated maintenance, describing a technique which will automatically monitor the
operation and display indications of malfunctions, and
needed remedial action.

Business Notes and News
RAYTHEON CoMPANY's AuTOl\IETmc OPERATION is being
equipped with a 440 digital computer system to be used
for photogrammetric mapping and other technical services for
the government and other clients . . . A new S-C 1200
system which pe1mits display of computer-generated data
at a series of locations remote from the data-processing center
has been introduced bv STHOMBERG-CARLSON CoRP . . . .
UAIDE (Users of Aut.omati c Information Display Equipment) has issued a call for papers no later than July 15 for
the 1965 meeting Oct. 11-14 in New York City. One paragraph abstracts should be mailed to C. L. Bannister, RC_OMP-RRL, NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, HuntsVIlle, Ala . . . . SPERRY R;. m's GYROSCOPE Co. D1v. has disclosed details of a modular display console whi h will
1
~ork with any kind of radar, sonar, or computeJ". It is dergned for a 100-target capability with range scales from
our to 512 miles ... AF Cambridge Research Laboratories
has awarded FEDERAL SciENTIFIC ConP. a contract for a
delay-line-synthesized spectnun-analysis system ior peech
analysis . . . PEtu<JN-ELl'vmn CouP. has ptu·chased a CTEN~~l'IC DATA YSTEMS 9300 computer for multiple-station
tune-shared R&D in optics .. . 1 rr-·oni\([ATlON I, TERN'ATION1\t., L"c., will move its headquarters from ew England to
~s Angeles, with Alfred L. Fenaughty assuming presidency;
thtlnd_er and fanner pres.ident, Edward Fredkjn, assumes
S e t1 tle of VP and retains stock conb·ol . . . AoV'ANCIID
CPA.c · AcE Pnonvcrs, INc., has been acquired by ANELEX
COnp. as an autonomous subsidiru·y . . . D TA PnooucTS
OX\J.>. has delivered the first R0-280 (X -1) UYK high~ee~ ~ilitary line printer {72,000 charncters/min.) to the
avy s l3~tShjps.

View of Mission Operations Control Room from the Visitors Viewing

Room of NASA's new Mission Control Center (MCC) near Houston. There
ore 17 console positions in each of the two identical Control Rooms, one
on second floor and one on the third. Information is displayed on television manilors, by lights and alphanumeric displays on consoles, and
on lhe large screens and alphanumeric displays which make up the Summary Display Area al front of room. One Mission Operations Control
Room can be used to control an actual mission while simulation exercises
are being conducted in the other. Philco Corp. implemented lhe MCC
under a $50 million contracl.

Highway Safety Paper Author Recuperates
While Edith M. Bairdain's paper envisioning an electronic
computer system for super-highway safety was being presented at the recent Symposium in Santa Monica, Calif., the
author was recuperating at her Ramsey, N. J. home from
injuries received in an automobile mishap after the paper had
been completed. The author is a senior systems analyst at
ITT Data and Information Systems Div., a unit of ITT.
The paper was delivered by a colleague, James J. Connelly.
The system proposed envisages a nation-wide traffic control
network, masterminded by a large command-type center
linked to a complex of electronic devices at each entrance,
exit and toll point along the controlled super-highway. Display equipment giving a graphic rundown on traffic conditions would be located on the highways as well as at access
approaches, in traffic control headquarters buildings and
toll booths. At access points, the registration and driver's
license, displayed on the windshield, would be scanned by
electronic means and a real-time check would be made to
a central computer containing registration numbers, and
including data on license validity and law-enforcement status
of the holder. The computer would initiate a "go" signal
(green light) or "stop" signal (red light). In the event of a
"stop" signal, the driver would be instructed to move into
a "hold" area for questioning. Only one guard would be required to monitor eight lanes of traffic.

Digital-to-Video Display System
A new system which permits display of computer-generated
data at a series of locations remote from the data-processingcenter has been introduced by Stromberg-Carlson Corp.
Designated S-C 1200, it translates digital data from a computer to a visual format for display on the screen of one or
more TV comoles. In the system, the computer feeds data
to a data distributor. From the distributor, the data are sent

SAWTOOTH

SIGNAL

r·

GENERATOR

for CRT

to the selected buffer which consists of n core memory ,
play generator selection circuitry, load and unload drc~-t~
1
The buffer continuously repeats the information to a dis
generator to supply sufficient repetitions to permit flic\ ll)'
free viewing. Each buffer can drive four generators.
display generator presents the data on the face of a spe , ~
CRT in the form of letters, numbers, symbols and linesClq)
any kind, and can produce complex figures or curves
joining line segments (vectors ) together.
i'
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Single-Pass Color Separation Printer

A new single-strip area-sharing separations printer q
signed and supplied by Colorvision, Inc., has been install:!
by Consolidated Film Industries which anticipates a snvu
of two-thiJ·ds i.n processing costj screen ft. The system ilg
vented by Lionel H. Wheeler,
olorvision VP, pro~jt
archival·type protection in terms of reduced laboratory ti!Tt~
and storage requirements. In the process, all three colo~
components are recorded simultaneously during a single p~
through the printer in three separate areas within the con.
fines of a single 35mm full aperture frame. Tilree-color
exposure control is also accomplished, with overall contrast
control obtained during processing. According to Colo,~~
vision, results show that color prints from color duplicat«s
made by the new sepetration system are superior in terms
of color fidelity and image sharpness, compared to results
obtained by the intermediate color positive system.
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6x8x8

6.0 lb

Type SGl
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Instant Time Anywhere in World
LINEAR SAWTOOTH SIGNALS
FOUR OVERLAPPING RANGES
SYNC IN -

SYNC OUT

ONE SGJ TRIGGERS SECOND
TWO PRODUCE TV RASTERS

INTERNAL SWEEP PERIODS continuously variable from 20 fLsec to 100
msec. EXTERNAL SYNC at any internal rate. EXTERNAL TRIGGER·
lNG of slower rates with sweep
lengths as above. (Requires a positivegoing trigger pulse with a rise time
< 2 fLsec at 2 to 12 volts.)- OUTPUT
up to
10 volts into 100 ohm load.

+

One SG1 (or more) plus CELCO De-

flection Amplifier and Yoke plus CRT
equals a versatile display system. No
lost time bread-boarding for each
display application.
LIGHT- COMPACT- PORTABLE

Price:
ORDER NOW
Mahwah, N. J.
201·327-1123

Instant time can be read for any point in the world on ~
new clock unveiled at Bank of America's recent wo rldwide
management conference in San Francisco. The clock shows
simultaneously the hour, day and date in each of the worldjs
time zones. Bell-shaped light curves in the center of a mapface automatically delineate areas of daylight and dnrkness.
Hour band and zone arrows form a "belt" across the top
of the moving map. A minute dial and a date indicator are
included.
The map-clock was invented by James Kilburg and
is being manufactured by Kilburg Geochron Corp., San
Carlos, Calif. The first hand-built world-time indicators off
the assembly line will be installed in all Bank of ArneJiCa
overseas offices.

Integrated Circuit Character Generator
Information Displays, Inc. (formerly RMS Associates, Jnc,)
claims the first commercially available integrated circuit character generator. Termed Type CLX33083, it is package<!
on two 8-in.-high by 3J4-in.-wide plug-in circuit I oards;
Stroke writing is used for character generation. Only tw~
formats are used in the alphanumeric unit and rounding iS
not available at present in the integrated circuit unit. It is
capable of generating all digits, all letters (except the Q
and Z), and four special symbols at rates up to 50,000 chRT'
acters/sec. A crystal control clock is featured which a!Jows
the unit to be utilized as a clock source for other equipmen~
in addition to performing the nominal function of character
generation.

General-Purpose Digital Logic System

$595
Bulletin on request
Upland, Calli.
714·982-0215

t
An economical general-purpose digital logic system tha
adds hybrid capabilities to small analog computers has beed
announced by Electronic Associates, Inc. The system, t rme
DES-30 (Digital Expansion System) may be linked to atl~
general-purpose analog or digital computer, or may be usee
autonomously as an aid to digital instruction or design.
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Why
SYSTEM/360
can't be
copied.
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It may be possible to copy parts
of SYSTEM/360.
But no one can copy the extra
values you find this side of the
operating console.
It's difficult to copy research and
development efforts like those that
have gone into and will continue to
go into SYSTEM/360.
It's difficult to copy our programming systems-the best and most

thoroughly tested in the business.
It's impossible to copy the experience we've gained on the firing
line, in customers' offices.
And-whether it's possible or not
-no one has copied our care for our
customers ... our continuing care
this year and all the years after.
Programming support, help
with systems design, complete and
thorough education in computer
.~

use and constant updating of your
system make up the extra value
package you get with every IBM
data processing system.
Nearly anyone in the computer
business could copy our machines.
But they can't copy the way we help
you use them.

SYSTEM/360-The Computer
with a Future.

Fifth National SID Symposi
The Fifth National SJD Syll1Posl
Feb. 25-26 at anta Monic, 's 1iralllll.
Hotel, has been termed a conlpJ
success. Attendance was good, des ete
some interference in au·li11e !Tavel Pdlte
to weather.
Ut
ConJerence ha irman R. E . Bemb
told the Journal that "AU s sions ~~~
eluding luncheons, the annual banqu Q).
and technical meetings, were well atter~
ed. I feel that .most attendees th 011ght
it a better-than-ordinary symposiun~, •
nernberg paid particular tribute t
the banquet address Fe? .. 25 by E:g~
Loebner, rese~rch speora!ist, Hewlett.
Packard Assoc1ates, Palo Alto, Calif. lie
de <:ribed Loebne.r's address as, '':Fas(!j.
natil1g, the sort of presentation requited
to in pire and motivate." Lo bnor's topi~
was, "The Role of the Interdls iplinarian
in Display Technology".
Top convention officials assi ting Ule
Chahma:n were Louis M. Seeb rger, Cochairman; E. A. Ulbrich, Technical PrO.
gram Chainnan ; Rudolph L. Kuehn,
Papers Chairman· and Edward Ries,
Exl1ibit
hairrnan.

TOP LEFT: New national SID officers are, from left to right, William
P. Bethke, VP; James H. Redman, President; and William V. Taylor,
Secretary. LEFT: Banquet speaker, Egon Loebner, research specialist,
Hewlett-Packard Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., spoke on "The Role of
the lnterdisciplinarian in Display Technology". BELOW: Part of head
table delegation is show n enjoying an address. From I to r: Louis
M. Seeberger, President, host Los Angeles Chapter and Symposium
Co-chairman; Sherman H. Boyd, new National Treasurer; Petro Vlahos;
and Wendell F. Miller, Symposium Publicity Chairman.
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ABOVE : Newly-elected

National

President James

H. Redman (left)

tokes office from Virgil P. Barta, retiring VP . We ather conditions prevented Anthony Debons, retiring President, from attending but he
spoke to the Symposium via a special telephone hookup. TOP RIGHT :
R. E. Bernberg , Symposium Chairman , makes opening remarks. RIGHT:
A. C. Stocker (second from right), Fourth Technical Session Chairman,
talks things over with Donald Blake (second from

left) and asso·

illiam

ciates. BELOW: Rudolph L. Kuehn (left), former President of SID,

3 ylor,

receives Fe llow award from H. R. Lux enberg , also a past President.

ialist,
le of
head
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ahos;

Sixth
Symposium
Fordyce Brown, pres., Photomechanisms, Inc., has been elected
Chairman of the Sixth National
Symposium.
Inquiries may be directed to Mr .
Brown, c/ o Photomechanisms, Inc.,
15 Stepar Place, Huntington Station,
New York.
The SID Sixth National Symposium is scheduled Sept. 29-30 at
the Hotel Commodore, New York
City. A call for papers will be issued
shortly by Dr. Edward Kennedy, of
Rome Air Development Center,
Rome, N.Y.
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This is the writing speed and resolution of a new DuMont
cathode ray tube with fiber optics faceplate (Type K2427).
In addition, the tube was designed to occupy minimum
space and to withstand severe environmental conditions.
Maybe you don't need this kind of performance-or maybe
you need more. In either case look to Fairchild's DuMont
Laboratories first. DuMont has designed and built over
4,000 discrete tube types- CRTs, Storage Tubes, PMTs
and Power Tubes. Many of these are off-the-shelf, the rest
quickly available. If the tube parameters of your job are
so far-out that no existing tube meets them, that's all
the more reason to talk to DuMont first. No one is better
equipped to design and build it for you. That's how most of
our 4,000 types came into being. Call your Du Mont sales
engineer or get in touch direct with the Electronic Tube Oiv.
of Fairchild's Du Mont Laboratories, Clifton, New Jersey.
Selected career engineering opportunities are available.
An equal opportunity employer.
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DUMONT LABORATORIES
ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION

•
ook r e v 1ews
toelectronic Devices and Circuits by

~frnuel Weber, Senior Editor, Electronics.
35

s

pages plus inc;tex; 480 illustrations;

So/!! x 11; McGraw·HIII; $15.00.
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"Optoelectronic Devices and Cirouits," a compilation of 98 articles, deals
vitl1 the subject of light and its ap~>Jjcation to electron ic circuits and sys,tem·s. It provides a background in
.optical techniques for the practicing
e11gineer and presents examples of circuits and systems which have been tried
and proven in a variety of applications.
Included in the 12 chapters of the
book is data on the latest devices in
optoele ·tronics, i.e. the use of lightemitting diodes, and all types of lasers,
fiber optics, and electroluminescent devices. The main body of the book is
supplemented by an Appendix composed of letters and comments on the
1•arious articles.
Chapter l provides a basic grounding in optics, fundamentals of fiber
qptics, and an understand ing of how
the major types of lasers work. Chapter
2, a series of articles describing system
applications of lasers and geneJ"al de.sign considerations necessary to implement tl1em, gives examples of actual
circuits and some graphic design aids
lor lasers. Examples of devices and. circuits used in the generation, modulation, and detection of light for p6int'to~point comm unications are presented
In Chapter 3. Military m1d space applications are covered in Chapter 4.

The specific application of infrared
to n wide variety of functions is the
SUbject of Chap ter 5. Chapters 6-12
lire: Display Systems - discusses modem display systems utilizing the phe~ome~on of the electroluminescence and
lhescnb ~ some unusual approaches to
e reahzation of three-dimensional. dis~l1nys~ ~ ttem .Recognition - how optoUs~•ontc devtces and ciJ"cuits ·may be
$! ~ to duplicate the human sense of
!)~h.t and recognition; Compu ters and
lto&'l.tal Applications - how optoeleclu nt~s may be applied to the computer
\ iul~chons of data storage, switching,
1~·~ co,~nting, and includes a speculaoor article on prospects for an all'~cal computer; Industrial Applications
l'til\~\v ~ptoelectronics may be used for
Ces rol m a variety of indusrria l pro'~; Instrumen tation - how light and
• 0 llics combined can provide versa-

I

l

.

tility and utility in sophisticated measurement problems; New Concepts in
Television; and Unconventional Optoelectronic Devices.
Electronic Analog and Hybrid Computers
by Granino A. Korn, Ptt.D., Professor of
Electrical Engineering, University of Ari·
zona, Tucson, Arizona , and Theresa M.
Korn, M. S. 564 pages plus index; 442
illustrations; 6 x 9; McGraw·Hlll; $17.50.

"Electronic Analog and Hybrid Compre ·ents authentic, up-to-date
design information on hybrid analogdigital computing devices and systems,
including circuits for instl·umentation
control, and data processing as well as
for general-purpose problem solving.
The authors intwduce improved computing techniques made possible by
ultra-fast hybrid , nalog-digitnl computers, and they present new successful
applications of electronic analog/hybrid
computers.
Chapter 1 and 2, comprising Part l
of the book, intrduce classical electronic
analog computation and tried programming and scaling procedures. The second part of the book, Chapters 3
through 9, deals with the a tual des.ign
of modem analog computing elements .
Part Ill, Chapters 10 and 11, covers
the design of complete analog and
hybrid analog-cligital computing systems,
and Part lV Chapter 12, inh·oduces the
novel mathematical techniques opened
up by the new iterative differential
analyzers. Chapter 12 begins with accurate perturbation methods for spacevehicle-trajectory computation and
steepest-descent methods for continuous
optimization and improvement of computing accuracy and ends with a brief
account of analog/ hybrid techniques for
solving partial differential equations and
integral equations. The major part of
the chapter is devoted to circuits for
automatic parameter optimization.
P~•ters"

Among the recent advances in compnting circuits covered, are dl"..sign of
wideb!lnd feedforward amplifiers; design of IO'I.v-drift and wideband transistor d-e amplifiers; design of diode and
transistor nnalog switches· design of fast
t rack-hold circuits and integrator-mode
switches· and design of fast comparators. Turning next to com plete computing systems, the book treats the design
of iterative differential analyzers, philosoph}' and design of digital conb·ol drC'uits and digital expansion systems.

This number was seen by 47 million people on CBS Television
Network's Election coverage.
It's CBS Laboratories Digital
Display Unit DDU-lA. Shown
here, In actual size ... it's designed for optimum readability
under varying light conditions
and over a viewing angle of 145
degrees. Its modular construction makes it adaptable to large
assemblies and displays.
A flat readout, displayed on a
vertical split-flap "book page"
mechanism, provides uniform,
glare-free reflectivity and maximum character clarity ... up to
70 feet. It eliminates the problems of bulb-burnout and poor
visibility normally found in rearilluminated displays.
One piece die-cast construction
makes it compact and rugged.
Operating power is only 2.7
watts with no power required
between postings. Each DDUlA unit allows rapid selection
of up to 12 digits, letters or
symbols- and custom-designed
systems can be provided to fit
your requirements.
These are reasons why CBS
Laboratories Digital Display
Units should be the basic
building blocks in your display
system. For full details, write for
a Technical Bulletin.

~ LABORATORIES

·1 2 3 4 5
A Division of Columbia Bro adcastin g System , Inc.

Circle Reader Service Card No . 10
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Microminiature Variable Delay
A microminiature variable delay line
has been developed by Computer Devices Corp. The V981, with a total
volume of 0.072 cu. in. (0.3 x 0.3 x 0.8 in.)
is considered the smallest unit of its
type ever produced, according to the
manufacturer. Designed primarily for
use as a trim delay in variuos computer
circuits, it has numerous other potential
applications where time-coordination is
critical.
Four delay ranges are offered, with
the -1 unit having a range of 3 to- 25
nanoseconds at an impedance of 1000
ohms, to the -4 unit with a range of 5
to 100 nanoseconds at an impedance of
50 ohms. Resolution of all units is less
than 1!100, temperature coefficient is
less than 50 ppm;oc and attenuation is
less than 1 db.
Additional information may be obtained by writing to Computer Devices
Corp., 6 West 18th St., Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746.

I'I

Circle Reader Service Card No. 25

Automatic Retrieval Device
A new system, easily adaptable to
almost any retrieval or display problem
needing a readily accessible library of
information, has been developed by the
Houston Fearless Corp. Designated
CARD (Compact Automatic Retrieval Device), it is a simple, compact storage
retrieval device for rapid random access
to large quantities of film slides or
cards.

AN

I

I

I

jiD Produ~:tsj
CARD can be tailored for self-contained reference viewers with front or
rear projection systems. It may also- be
integrated as a peripheral device with
computers for data and image storage.
CARD modules are versatile enough for
almost any application requiring from
172 to 272 seconds average access time.
Further information may be obtained
from Houston Fearless Corp., 11801 W.
Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
90064.
Circle Reader Service Card No . 26

New 10-lnch CRT
A new 10-in. cathode-ray tube, for
use in numerous industrial and military
applications requiring high resolution, is
now avaliable fro-m the Westinghouse
Electronic Tube Div. Photographic recordings and alphanumeric displays are
included among its many uses.
The WX30176 is capable of tracing a
0.002-in. line width over the entire
screen. Auxiliary deflection plates permit small-amplitude deflection of the
electron beam independently of the normal magnetic scanning. The round, flatfaced tube is aluminized, and can be
supplied with most of the JEDEC registered phosphors.
For further info-rmation, write to the
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division,
Elmira, N.Y. Circle Reader Service Card No. 37

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

ABOUT

DISPLAYS

FOR

RFI-Shielded Readout
A new readout which features
suppression over most of the usable l' ~"t
frequency spectrum has been annou adlo
by Cal-Glo Co., manufacturer of a ~Q04
plete line of projection-type react °1ll.
0
The design includes suppression of 8 IllS,
ious RFI radiation from the inc ande 5~1Q.
lamps used as light sources in the t 0lll
out. Designated the Shelly "G old-.B:d·
readout, it is designed especially for a"
with missile systems, radio astrono:
and in other areas where radio lnt •
ference must be minimized.
Jlr.
It features a gold-plated condens
lens housing, a phosphor bronze contae~
strip, redesigned readout housing, eleot
t rically conductive projection screen an~
a special electrically gasketed ben~}. lt
is claimed that attenuation in excess or
100 decibels is provided at frequencies
up to 15 gc by the combination of sup.
pression techniques employed.
For detailed information, write to Oa\Glo Co., 111 Eucalyptus Dr., E:l S egundo
Calif.
'
Circle Reader Service Card No. 27

Jumbo Numerical Readout
A new jumbo-sized numerical readout
tube has been introduced by National
Electronics, Inc. NL-7037 is a long-life,
cold-cathode neon-glo-w tube display.lng
2-in.-high numbers from 0 to 9. The
tube has an ionization voltage of 250 v
de min., and can be used at ltigher
anode voltages with the proper anode
resistor. Anode current ranges from 6
to 10 rna de with a typical value al
8 rna de.

CDC

160A

USERS

Economical CRT Computer Controlled Displays, compatible with the CDC 160A, are now
available from INFORMATION DISPLAYS, INC. (formerly RMS Associates, Inc.).
All solid-state (except for 21" rectangular CRT), these displays write up to 67,000
points or characters per second. Light pens, vector generators, size and intensity controls, buffer memories, and other equally useful options can be included.
One typical CDC 160A compatible display is the IDI Type CM10019. This unit includes the CURVILINE® Character Generator, light pen and mode control. The price
of the CM10019 Computer Controlled Display is $27,030.
Other combinations to meet each user's requirements can be assembled from the
assortment of standard options.
Please write or call for complete information.
NOTE TO USERS OF OTHER COMPUTERS plays compatible with your computer . . . too!

IDI probably has delivered dis-

See an operating IDI display at IFIP Congress 65, booth 122.

Ill) I

INFORMATION

DISPLAYS. INC.

102 E. SANDFORD BLVD . • MOUNT VERNON, N.Y. 10550 • 914 OWens 9-5515
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The manufacturer states the large
character size and bright neon glow give
excellent t•eadability at viewing distances
greater than 100 ft. The side view configuration, small over-all size, and light
weight are said to make it excellent for
wall-panel displays.
For fut·ther ·information, write Joe S.
Kirk, National Electronics, Inc., Geneva,
Ill. 60134.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 28

Datastrobe Multicharacter Readout
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Must you pay
for circuitry
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A
Not with
IT-277 series,
Cathode-ray
Indicators.

l

Cali bra ted sweeps, voltage
calibrators and elaborate input
attenuators are valuable features if you need them. But if
you want only a reliable X- Y -Z
large screen indicator with 1
mv sensitivity, that's all you
pay for with the IT-277. We
can give you general purpose
'Scope features too, but you
don't have to take them if you
don't need them-or pay for
'em either!
Write for Specification 52010

Raytheon Co. has introduced Datastrobe, a new standard line of electronic
readout devices with a wide range of
data processing and instrument applications. Stroboscopic techniques are employed in the system to project mulUcha.ractel· presentations with s tea d y,
bright illumination. Specialized symbols
and alphabetical and numerical characters of any font, type face, or language
can be specified.
Datash·obe offel'S in-line, in-plane
readout; well-defined, nonsegmented
characters; wide-angle viewing; and a
fail-safe display feature. The new readout system can be used with computers;
digital test equipment; digital control,
range radar, and air and sea navigation
systems; and remote I'eadouts for countdown, airline arrival/departure, and
brokerage data.
Inquiries may be directed to V. Stevens,
Components Div., Raytheon Co., Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Circle Reader Service Card No . 29

Flatbed Digital Plotter
A Model 502 digital incremental flatbed plotter with a plotting area 31 by
34 in. has been introduced by California Computer Products to complement the firm's drum plotter series.
Model 502 is designed for high-speed
high-resolution plotting of digital computer output where decision-making requires full and continuous view of the
plotting area in situations such as realtime tracking, navigation or testing. It
may be used either on-line or off-line
with most digital computers.
The digital incremental principle incorporated provides long term, stable,
drift-free operation. Alphanumerical and
special symbols may be drawn at full
plotter speed (18,000 steps/minute, 0.01
in. / stepl.
For additional information write Marketing, California Computer Products,
Inc., 305 Muller Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
Circle Reader Service Card No . 30

l

I T I Electronics, Inc.
369 LEXINGTON AVE., CLIFTON, N.J. 07015

Since 1947-

a manufacturer's manufacturer.
CUSTOM
DESIGN

INSTRUMENTATION
AND

MANUFACTURING .

Transistorized Video Monitor
A 9-in. transistorized video monitor
has been introduced which provides professional signal quality though it draws
less than 50 w power, reducing heat
generated in the racks. The Conrac
Model RNB9 general-purpose unit is
smaller and lighter than conventional
small-screen monitors, and utilizes a
newly-developed tube which provides
improved geometry and a small spot size.

This number can be read over
a viewing angle of 145° in CBS
Laboratories Digital Display
Unit DDU-lA ... shown here, in
actual size. It's designed for
optimum readability under varying light conditions. Its modular
construction makes it adaptable
to large assemblies and displays. You may have seen it in
action on CBS Television Network's Election coverage.
A flat readout, displayed on a
vertical split-flap "book page"
mechanism, provides uniform,
glare-free reflectivity and maximum character clarity ... up to
70 feet. It eliminates the problems of bulb-burnout and poor
visibility normally found in rearilluminated displays.
One piece die-cast construction
makes it compact and rugged.
Operating power is only 2.7
watts with no power required
between postings. Each DDUlA unit allows rapid selection
of up to 12 digits, letters or
symbols-and custom-designed
systems can be provided to fit
your requirements.
These are reasons why CBS
Laboratories Digital Display
Units should be the basic
building blocks in your display
system. For full details, write for
a Technical Bulletin.

~ LABORATORIES

1 2 3 .4 5
SL
A Div ision of Columbia Broadcastin g System, Inc.

Circle Reader Service Card No. 13
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FOR INFORMATION DISPLAYS

The tube provides 800-line
resolution and 700-line corner
tion. Picture height and width
adjusted from the front of the
to show all four sides and corners
viding a picture about 2 square in 1'
than on conventional 8-in. tubes: a'ltt
Additional information can be obtabt
from Ted Michel, Conrac Div., Giat) Ill
Controls Corp., Glendora, Calif. ~~~
Circle Reader Service Card No, 31

Radiation-Tolerant TV Camera
Production of a Series 2500 r adiat(
tolerant TV camera has been an noun OQ.
by Kin Tel Div .., Cohu Electr onics ~
1
Quality pictures can be televised
radiation environments up to a cum 0111
tive dosage of 10' Roentgens and/or
neutrons/em'. The small number of el
tronic components in the 3-ln.·dia~
cylindrical camera head assures rnt~
mum circuitry exposure to l'adiatlon.
Components and materials in the cam,e
11
head are able to withstand gamma and
neutron dosage up to stated levels WIU.
no degradation of system performanee
specifications.
Horizontal resolution of the 10-lllt
system exceeds 600 lines. The camera
head will operate in a temperature range
of -20° to 55°C without auxiliary heat.
ing or cooling, and in humidity up to'
100%. Camera head and pre-amp ma,y
be separated by as much as 100 ft. or
radiation-resistant cable.
Additional information may be obtained from Kin Tel Div., Cohu Eleetronics, P.O. Box 623, San Diego, Cailf,
92112.
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Syntronic's devotion to precision
and attention to detail assure
skillfully engineered deflection
yokes in prototype or full production quantities. A complete line of
value engineered yokes offer cost
saving solutions to your CRT projects. Consult scientifically
oriented Syntronic Yoke Specialists for the right yoke for your
display.

INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road, Addison, Ill.
Phone: Area 312, 543-6444
Circle Rearler Service Card No. 14

Video Color Corporation
Industrial Tube Division
offers
TECHNICAL ABILITY
For any special purpose Cathode Ray Tubes
ULTRAHIGH RESOLUTION
(Less than .0005" spot size)
FIBER OPTIC FACES
HIGH CONTRAST
Special Ultrathin glass substrates to eliminate
halation
SPECIAL SCREENS
Any Phosphor
High uniformity, Ultra Smooth Texture
Low Screen Noise
High Light Output
SPECIAL ELECTRON OPTICS
High Deflection Sensitivity
High Beam Currents
Multiguns
High Voltage
SPECIAL GEOMETRIES
Back Ported Tubes
Special Deflection Angles
SPECIAL GLASS STRUCTURES
Internal Targets
FULL LINE OF STANDARD TYPES
CRT's FORCharacter Generators (Monoscopes, etc.), Read·
outs, Printers, Oscilloscopes, Radar, Monitors,
Video Recorders, View Finders, Flying Spot Scan·
ners, Back Ported Devices, etc.

Video Color Corporation

~

729 Centinela Avenue Inglewood, California
Phone: 213-678-8192
90302
Circle Reader Service Card No. 15
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Fourier Spectrum Analyzer
A delay-line-synthesized Fourier ana·
lyzer operating at theoretically maximum
information-extraction rate has been I!D· •
nounced by Federation Scientific COI'J)l
The Model 4A-T high-speed, fin e-resolu·
tion "SIMORAMIC" spectrum analyze!'
operates in real time and simultaneously,
covers the frequency range from 1 to
200 cps without the use of contiguous
filters. Incorporation of special frequen·
cy-conversion circuits permits the 200·
cps frequency coverage of the lnstrumen~
to be positioned anywhere in the audio·
frequency range.
A complete frequency analysis of tbe
input signal is displayed on a 5-in. CRT
each second for 1 cps resolution, o~
every l/10 second for 10 cps resolution'
Real-time hard-copy recordings of the 1
analyzer can be provided on an aux·
iliary "Intesigraph" recorder, and diglt31 ~
readout accessories compatible with varl·
ous computers are available.
Additional information may be ob·
tained from Instrument Sales Manager,
Federal Scientific Corp., 615 West 13l.St
St., New York, N.Y. 10027.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 33

Square Lens Indicator Light

..

A new series of "C'ontempo 300 serie~
square-lens two-terminal indicator ugllts
is now being marketed. They were de'
signed to incorporate the advanced tecl.id
niques in the human engineering aO
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Photo Printing System
We specialize in designing and
building custom CRT systems
to meet exacting precision and
performance requirements.

10-mc
camera
·e range
ry heatv up to'
np may
0 ft. of

Our modular approach to
systems design permits low
cost delivery of single-unit or
low-volume orders. Betadesigned plug-in and modular
CRT circuits, coil mounts, "optical bench" tube mounts, etc.
are typical modules readily
adaptable to the solution of
your design problem.
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You benefit from our extensive electro-optical experience
which helps us attain optimum
performance with a wide variety
of tubes. We can also help you
define these limits and write
specifications.
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A new photo-enhancing system which
permits direct printing of line-enhanced
copy from continuous-tone originals,
greatly reducing time and cost of delivering usable information to tt·oops
under modern battlef ield conditions, bas
been announced by Watson Electronics
& Engineering Co. Termed Model 2832-C
FLUOR-0\.LINE, it can also be used as
an automatic dodging printer to achieve
balanced density prints from lightstruck, cloud-shadowed, or otherwise
badly unbalanced originals.
The first of the new printers has been
delivered to the U .S. Army Geodesy, Intelli-gence and Mapping R&D Agency.
The unit is designed to produce "maps"
directly from aerial photographic
mosaics, without the need for time-consuming plotting and cartographic operations; line copy produced is reproducible
by conventional lithography.
For further information, write Watson
Electronics and Engineering Co., Inc.,
2603 South Oxford St., Arlington, Va.
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Recent design projects include :
• High resolution line scan
displays
• Airborne militarized radar
displays
• Scan conversion
• Computer displays
• Film scanners and printers
1

Your requirements studied at
no obligation. Call or write:

th vari'

be ob·
[anager,
st !31st

factors area. Featuring a %, in. square
lens, Model 301 mounts in a 7/ 16-in.diam. hole and is 1-11/ 32 in. long.
The outstanding feature of the Contempo series is push-pull installation.
The square lens series is designed for
replacement of a lamp from the front"push" to install, "pull" to remove. The
lens is available in red, white, blue,
green and amber. Contact pressure is
maintained by a silicone rubber pressure
pad, designed for the Sloan Co. T-1-%
lamp.
For further information, concerning
tbe C-300 series, and other of the firm's
subminiature, ultraminiature incandescent and neon lampholders and fixed indicator lights, contact Marketing Dept.,
The Sloan Co., P.O. Box 367, Sun Valley,
Calif.

EB

Beta

Instrument
corporation

377 ELLIOT ST., NEWTON UPPER FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS

I

TEL 617 • 969-6510
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New Rear-Projection Readouts
A new line of rear-projection readout
devices for visual data display is now
available with replaceable film to exchange message displays in the field.
E'ach piece of film contains up to 12
different message displays which may
be comprised of anything that is photographically reproducible, such as numbers, letters, words, multiwords, symbols, special characters and colors. Each
of the 12 messages on the film may be
projected into the viewing screen at the
front of the unit by lighting the corresponding miniature incandescent lamp
at the rear of the unit.
For users whose display requirements
change in the field, it will now be
possible to remove the original film in
an IE'E rear-projection readout and replace it with new film containing a complete new set of 12 message displays. Replacement requires a matter of minutes.
For further information write Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc., 7720
Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.
Circle Reader Service Card No. 36

This number can be read 70 feet
away in the CBS Laboratories
Digital Display Unit DDU-1A ...
shown here, actual size. It's designed for optimum readability
under varying light conditions
and over a viewing angle of 145
degrees. Modular construction
makes it adaptable to large assemblies and displays. You may
have seen it in action on CBS
Television Network's Election
night coverage.
A flat readout, displayed on a
vertical split-flap "book page"
mechanism, provides uniform,
glare-free reflectivity and maximum character clarity ... up to
70 feet. It eliminates the problems of bulb-burnout and poor
visibility normally found in rearilluminated displays.
One piece die-cast construction
makes it compact and rugged.
Operating power is only 2.7
watts with no power required
between postings. Each DDU1A unit allows rapid selection
of up to 12 digits, letters or
symbols-and custom-designed
systems can be provided to fit
your requirements.
These are reasons why CBS
Laboratories Digital Display
Units should be the basic
building blocks in your display
system. For full details, write for
a Technical Bulletin.

~ LABORATORIES

S

, Co

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc .
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CONTROL INCANDESCENT AND NEON LAMPS
FROM LOW LEVEL SIGNALS OF MICROCIRCUITS
New TEC-LITE transistor controlled "M" Series indicators and
readout devices are designed to operate directly from the output
signal levels of many integrated circuit packages currently available to designers. Input impedances of TEC-LITE indicators and
readouts are specified to allow calculation of fan-out and fan-in
according to the integrated circuit manufacturer's specifications.
High current and voltage problems typical of incandescent and
neon lamps are solved with TEC-LITE transistor controlled indicators and digital display decoder-drivers. Low level signals present
in integrated circuits switch lamps and elements of neon display
tubes on and off.
TEC-LITE indicators also offer memory as well as self-contained
momentary contact switches, isolated from lamp circuitry, to con·
serve panel space. A wide range of lens colors and termin<~l types
are available. Digital display lamp drivers also provide memory
and decoder functions from a variety of input codes.
"M" Series Indicator prices begin at
$3.30 (100-499 Qty.) Size: 9/16" dia.
up to 2%" long, backpanel.

"M" Series Readout
prices start at $32.35
(30-99 Qty.) Characters
displayed on 1" centers

For g uotation on a specific ci rcuit
application please specify manu facturer and type o f integrated
circuit i nvo lved an d specify voltage and currep t of logic levels.

MMTL Series

MTNR Series

In addition to the "M" Series for integrated circuits, TEC also offers a complete
line of transistor controlled devices for solid state systems using discrete components. For complete information on TEC-LITE Indicator Devices designed and
built by the originator and world's largest manufacturer of transistor controlled
indicators, contact your TEC-REP or write directly to:

I NDICATING 01-: VI CI-:S

Originator of
Transistorized
Indicating Devices

Transistor Electronics Corporation
Box 6191

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424

Phone (612) 941-1100

TEC-LITE Indicators are protacted by one or m ore of the following patents: U.S. Pat. Nos.
2.985,874; 3,041.49 9; 3, 11 6,480; Au stralian Pa t. No. 244,756; Belgi a n Pat. Nos. 604,246 &
637, 379; Canadian Pat. No. 686,506; French Pat. No. 1.291,911; Italian Pat. No. 674, 414;
Swiss Pat. No. 376 .5 41; British and Germ an patents pending.
40
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Edward J. Colucci
Awarded the prize
for the best paper
at SID's Fifth Nati ona l Symposium,
Mr. Calucci began
his career with a BA
in Ph ys ics from
Syracuse University
in 1953, rmd fox the n~xt two Years
served as a radar repat:rm, n for th
U.S. Anny. Since then h e has bee:
employed at the U. . Air Force Uolll
Air Development enter, Griffiss 1\F'~
.Y. where he has served as a p hysicist .,
an electron ic scientist, and u resenroh
pbysic.:ist. Hi most recent assignment is
in npr1lied research for military projection displays.
lr. Ca lucci's duties includ the re.
sponsibility ns a group leader fot· light
valve projection techniques. It was par.
tially ns ·m outgrowth of this work that
he compiled material for and wrote his
winning paper, entitled: "Solid State
Light Valve Study".
He is responsible for guidin g and directing the in-house and contractural
programs at RADC, in the li ght valve
field. Prior to his assignment wi th the
display group, he worked in microwave
techniques.
George T. Nagy

Presently engaged
in d evelopment of
xerographic optical
equipments with
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena,
Calif., a subsidiary
of Xerox Corp., Mr.
Nagy has extensive research ancl engi·
neering experience since receiv ing Ws
MSEE from the University of Techniclll
Sciences, Bud:1pest, Hungary. He served
in the University's Research Institute
( 1950-1957 ) before coming to this coun·
try where he be ame assocint cl with
Syhrania Electron i Products Inc. ( 19~758), Ampex Corp. 1958-1961) , OptiCS
T echnology Inc. (1961-1962) , and Auto·
netics Div. of North American Aviation
( 1962-1964) .
,
. I
Virtually all of Mr. Nagys profess!OI1 9
career h1\S been in the associated fields
of elech·onics elecb·o-optics and clispi~Y
systems. He holds patents on a ~ttll~;
step generator semiconductor cu·cut
(1962), and an electro-optical sensing
d vice ( 1964) . Hi prior pub lica tio~s
·include "Scan Converter Tubes nnd thei/r
Applications", Auton.et.ics P UB X4-986 ·
34 1964. He is a senior member of m;E!l:
as well as an active member of SID.
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AIMS AND PURPOSES
• Encourage and contribute to the scientific advancement
of Information Display.

I

• Promote the use of Information Display.
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• Maintain a central file of display information for use by
members.
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Provide forums for the exchange and dissemination of
ideas and knowledge relating to Information Display.
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• Promulgate definitions and standards pertaining to the
field of Information Display.
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• Stimulate new ideas in Information Display and foster
their development.
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INFORMATION DISPLAY ENCOMPASSES ALL METHODS AND MEDIA USED TO PRESENT
SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO PEOPLE.
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Conlinul ng its emp hasis on g reate r air
safety, lhe Federal A viation Ag ency Is condueling intensive R&D work to improve
weather reporting. In an im portant step
forward, Westi nghouse has designed and
buill for FAA eva luation two prototype systems wh ich t ransmit ultra-clear weather
Pictures from remote radar sites to the air
traffic control centers.
The new Westinghouse system comPresses radar-detected weather signals
from remote stations and transmits them

to the control center over a conventional
telephone lin e. In thi s manner a composite
weather map of th e reg ion is instantly
available to air traffic controllers.
Heart of th e Westinghouse system is a
vidicon type storage camera which is specially designed for slow scan or delayed
readout applications. For the FAA system,
re adout is on a two-minute frame basis,
providing a brilliant, high-reso lution image
of slowly changing weather patterns on the
air traffic controllers' di spl ays.

The prototype systems , in operation at
FAA sites on the East Coast, repres ent a
growing family of Westinghouse eq uipment for civilian aircraft and ai rport traffic
control.
Th ese spec ial -p urpose syste ms are typical of Westinghouse capabilities in the
desig n and manufacture of advanced electronic systems for defense and space . For
information, write to Westinghouse El ectric
Corporation, P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh,
Penn sylvania 15280.

You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
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11nd
worl(ing!
New dd 10
multi-station
remote data entry
and retrieval
systems!

The dd 10 is just the ticket for airlines who need a streamlined,
up-to-date reservation system. It's
the logical choice wherever speed
and flexibility are required above
ordinary data entry and retrieval
methods.
This electronic typewriter display
system permits all stations to be
used simultaneously for rapid re trieval of information from a com puter memory. Each station is
capable of displaying 1000 character
messages received from a computer
and displayed in a fraction of a second. Its central logic can handle in
excess of 20,000 inquiries or entries
per hour. And each dd 10 station has

Circl e Reader Service Card No . 21

a full alpha-numeric keyboard and
cathode ray tube console. Any typist
can operate the keyboard after just
a few minutes instruction. Up to 63
of these stations can be connected
to the central control unit. Options
are available to adapt to a variety of
applications ... input interfaces are
available for digital computers, tele·
phone subsets and other digital data
sources.
These dd 10 systems are now
providing economic and performance
advantages in many areas of appli·
cat ion. Our systems applications engineers will show you how the dd 10
can work to your advantage. Write or
call for an appointment.

